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1. Introduction 
The additive and multiplicative noise exists forever in any wireless communication system. 
Quality and integrity of any wireless communication systems are defined and limited by 
statistical characteristics of the noise and interference, which are caused by an 
electromagnetic field of the environment. 
The main characteristics of any wireless communication system are deteriorated as a result 
of the effect of the additive and multiplicative noise. The effect of addition of noise and 
interference to the signal generates an appearance of false information in the case of the 
additive noise. For this reason, the parameters of the received signal, which is an additive 
mixture of the signal, noise, and interference, differ from the parameters of the transmitted 
signal. Stochastic distortions of parameters in the transmitted signal, attributable to 
unforeseen changes in instantaneous values of the signal phase and amplitude as a function 
of time, can be considered as multiplicative noise. Under stimulus of the multiplicative 
noise, false information is a consequence of changed parameters of transmitted signals, for 
example, the parameters of transmitted signals are corrupted by the noise and interference. 
Thus, the impact of the additive noise and interference may be lowered by an increase in the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, in the case of the multiplicative noise and 
interference, an increase in SNR does not produce any positive effects. 
The main functional characteristics of any wireless communication systems are defined by 
an application area and are often specific for distinctive types of these systems. In the 
majority of cases, the main performance of any wireless communication systems are defined 
by some initial characteristics describing a quality of signal processing in the presence of 
noise: the precision of signal parameter measurement, the definition of resolution intervals 
of the signal parameters, and the probability of error. 
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The main idea is to use the generalized approach to signal processing (GASP) in noise in 
wireless communication systems [1-3]. The generalized approach is based on a seemingly 
abstract idea: the introduction of an additional noise source that does not carry any 
information about the signal and signal parameters in order to improve the qualitative 
performance of wireless communication systems. In other words, we compare statistical 
data defining the statistical parameters of the probability distribution densities (pdfs) of 
the observed input stochastic samples from two independent frequency time regions – a 
"yes" signal is possible in the first region and it is known a priori that a "no" signal is 
obtained in the second region. The proposed GASP allows us to formulate a decision-ma-
king rule based on the determination of the jointly sufficient statistics of the mean and 
variance of the likelihood function (or functional). Classical and modern signal processing 
theories allow us to define only the mean of the likelihood function (or functional). 
Additional information about the statistical characteristics of the likelihood function (or 
functional) leads us to better quality signal detection and definition of signal parameters 
in compared with the optimal signal processing algorithms of classical or modern 
theories. 
Thus, for any wireless communication systems, we have to consider two problems – 
analysis and synthesis [8]. The first problem (analysis) – the problem to study a stimulus 
of the additive and multiplicative noise on the main principles and performance under the 
use of GASP – is an analysis of impact of the additive and multiplicative noise on the 
main characteristics of wireless communication systems, the receivers in which are 
constructed on the basis of GASP. This problem is very important in practice. This 
analysis allows us to define limitations on the use of wireless communication systems and 
to quantify the additive and multiplicative noise impact relative to other sources of 
interference present in these systems. If we are able to conclude that the presence of the 
additive and multiplicative noise is the main factor or one of the main factors limiting the 
performance of any wireless communication systems, then the second problem – the 
definition of structure and main parameters and characteristics of the generalized detector 
or receiver (GD or GR) under a dual stimulus of the additive and multiplicative noise – 
the problem of synthesis – arises. 
GASP allows us to extend the well-known boundaries of the potential noise immunity set by 
classical and modern signal processing theories. Employment of wireless communication 
systems, the receivers of which are constructed on the basis of GASP, allows us to obtain 
high detection of signals and high accuracy of signal parameter definition with noise 
components present compared with that systems, the receivers of which are constructed on 
the basis of classical and modern signal processing theories. The optimal and asymptotic 
optimal signal processing algorithms of classical and modern theories, for signals with 
amplitude-frequency-phase structure characteristics that can be known and unknown a 
priori, are components of the signal processing algorithms that are designed on the basis of 
GASP. 
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In the proposed chapter, we would like to present and discuss the following aspects of 
GASP implemented in the direct-sequence code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) 
wireless communication systems: 
 The main theoretical statements and brief description; 
 Signal processing in DS-CDMA wireless communication systems with optimal 
combining and partial cancellation; 
 Signal processing in DS-CDMA wireless communication systems with frequency-
selective channels; 
 Signal processing in DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication systems with fading 
channels; 
 Summary and discussion. 
2. Main functioning principles under employment of GASP in DS-
CDMA wireless communication systems 
2.1. GR flowchart 
The receiver in wireless communication system has an antenna array with the number of 
elements equal to M  and each antenna array element receives N  samples during the 
sensing time. The signal detection problem can be modeled as the conventional binary 
hypothesis test: 
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where ][kzi  is the discrete-time received signal at the receiver input; ][kwi  is the discrete-
time circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance ,2  i.e.
),0(~][ 2CNkwi ; ][khi  is the discrete-time channel coefficients obeying the circularly 
symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance equal to 2h , i.e.,
),0(~][ 2hi kh CN ; and ][ks  is the discrete-time signal, i.e., the signal to be detected. We 
consider the same initial conditions with respect to ][ks as in [4,5]. Throughout this chapter, 
the signal ][ks , the channel coefficients ][khi , and the noise ][kwi  are independent between 
each other. 
We define the 1NM  signal vector Z  that collects all the observed signal samples during 
the sensing time: 
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   ,]1[,],1[,],0[,],0[ 11 TMM NzNzzz  Z   (2) 
where T  denotes a transpose. The data distribution in the complex matrix Z can be 
expressed as: 
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where sE  is the average signal energy at the receiver input, and I  is the MNMN  identity 
matrix. We consider a situation when the signaling scheme is unknown (the receiver has a 
total freedom of choosing the signaling strategy) excepting a known power within the limits 
of the frequency band of interest. Thus, the receiver should be able to detect a presence of 
any possible signals satisfying the power and bandwidth constraints for robust detection of 
the signal ][ks  incoming at the receiver input in wireless communication systems. 
The generalized receiver (GR) has been constructed based on the generalized approach to 
signal processing (GASP) in noise and discussed in numerous journal and conference papers 
and some monographs, namely, in [1–21]. GR is considered as a linear combination of the 
correlation detector that is optimal in the Neyman-Pearson criterion sense under detection 
of signals with known parameters and the energy detector that is optimal in the Neyman-
Pearson criterion sense under detection of signals with unknown parameters. The main 
functioning principle of GR is a matching between the model signal generated by the local 
oscillator in GR and the information signal incoming at the GR input by whole range of 
parameters. In this case, the noise component of the GR correlation detector caused by 
interaction between the model signal generated by the local oscillator in GR and the input 
noise and the random component of the GR energy detector caused by interaction between 
the energy of incoming information signal and the input noise are cancelled in the statistical 
sense. This GR feature allows us to obtain the better detection performance in comparison 
with other classical receivers. 
The specific feature of GASP is introduction of additional noise source that does not carry 
any information about the signal with the purpose to improve a qualitative signal detection 
performance. This additional noise can be considered as the reference noise without any 
information about the signal to be detected. The jointly sufficient statistics of the mean and 
variance of the likelihood function is obtained in the case of GASP implementation, while 
the classical and modern signal processing theories can deliver only a sufficient statistics of 
the mean or variance of the likelihood function (no the jointly sufficient statistics of the 
mean and variance of the likelihood function). Thus, the implementation of GASP allows us 
to obtain more information about the input process or received information signal. Owing to 
this fact, an implementation of the receivers constructed based on GASP basis allows us to 
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improve the signal detection performance of wireless communication system in comparison 
with employment of other conventional receivers. 
 
Figure 1. GR flowchart. 
The GR flowchart is presented in Fig. 1. As we can see from Fig. 1, the GR consists of three 
channels: 
 the correlation channel – the preliminary filter PF, multipliers 1 and 2, model signal 
generator MSG; 
 the autocorrelation channel – the preliminary filter PF, the additional filter AF, 
multipliers 3 and 4, summator 1; 
 the compensation channel – the summators 2 and 3 and accumulator 1. 
As follows from Fig. 1, under the hypothesis 1H  (a “yes” signal), the GR correlation channel 
generates the signal component ][][mod ksks ii  caused by interaction between the model signal 
(the reference signal at the GR MSG output) and the incoming information signal and the noise 
component ][][mod kks ii   caused by interaction between the model signal ][mod ks i  and the 
noise ][ki  (the PF output). Under the hypothesis 1H , the GR autocorrelation channel 
generates the information signal energy ][2 ksi  and the random component ][][ kks ii   caused 
by interaction between the information signal ][ksi  and the noise ][ki . The main purpose of 
the GR compensation channel is to cancel in the statistical sense the GR correlation channel 
noise component ][][mod kks ii   and the GR autocorrelation channel random component 
][][ kks ii   between each other based on the same nature of the noise ][ki . 
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For description of the GR flowchart we consider the discrete-time processes without loss of 
any generality. Evidently, the cancelation between the GR correlation channel noise 
component ][][mod kks ii   and the GR autocorrelation channel random component ][][ kks ii 
is possible only based on the same nature of the noise ][ki  satisfying the condition of 
equality between the signal model ][mod ks i  and incoming signal ][ksi  over the whole range 
of parameters. The condition ][][mod ksks ii   is the GR main functioning condition. To 
satisfy this condition, we are able to define the incoming signal parameters. Naturally, in 
practice, signal parameters are random. How we can satisfy the GR main functioning 
condition and define the signal parameters in practice if there is no a priori information 
about the signal and there is an uncertainty in signal parameters, i.e. information signal 
parameters are stohastic, is discussed in detail in [1,3,21]. 
Under the hypothesis 0H (a “no” information signal), satisfying the GR main functioning 
condition ][][mod ksks ii  , we obtain only the background noise ][][ 22 kk ii    at the GR 
output. Additionally, the practical implementation of the GR decision statistics requires an 
estimation of the noise variance 2w  using the reference noise ][ki  at the AF output. AF is 
the reference noise source and the PF bandwidth is matched with the bandwidth of the 
information signal ][ksi  to be detected. The threshold apparatus (THRA) device defines the 
GR threshold. PF and AF can be considered as the linear systems, for example, as the 
bandpass filters, with the impulse responses ][mhPF  and ][mhAF , respectively. For 
simplicity of analysis, we assume that these filters have the same amplitude-frequency 
characteristics or impulse responses by shape. Moreover, the AF central frequency is 
detuned with respect to the PF central frequency on such a value that the information signal 
cannot pass through the AF. Thus, the information signal and noise can be appeared at the 
PF output and the only noise is appeared at the AF output. If a value of detuning between 
the AF and PF central frequencies is more than sf5or4 , where sf  is the signal bandwidth, 
the processes at the AF and PF outputs can be considered as the uncorrelated and 
independent processes and, in practice, under this condition, the coefficient of correlation 
between PF and AF output processes is not more than 0.05 that was confirmed 
experimentally in [22,23]. 
The processes at the AF and PF outputs present the input stochastic samples from two 
independent frequency-time regions. If the noise ][kw  at the PF and AF inputs is Gaussian, 
the noise at the PF and AF outputs is Gaussian, too, owing to the fact that PF and AF are the 
linear systems and we believe that these linear systems do not change the statistical 
parameters of the input process. Thus, the AF can be considered as a reference noise 
generator with a priori knowledge a “no” signal (the reference noise sample). A detailed 
discussion of the AF and PF can be found in [6,7]. The noise at the PF and AF outputs can be 
presented in the following form: 
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Under the hypothesis ,1H  the signal at the PF output can be defined as ][][][ kkskx iii   
(see Fig. 1), where ][ki  is the observed noise at the PF output and ][][][ kskhks ii  ; ][khi
are the channel coefficients indicated here only in a general case. Under the hypothesis 0H
and for all i and k, the process ][][ kkx ii   at the PF output is subjected to the complex 
Gaussian distribution and can be considered as the independent and identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) process. The process at the AF output is the reference noise ][ki  with the same 
statistical parameters as the noise ][ki  in the ideal case (we make this assumption for 
simplicity). In practice, the statistical parameters of the noise ][ki  and ][ki  are different. 
The decision statistics at the GR output presented in [1,3] is extended to the case of antenna 
array employment when an adoption of multiple antennas and antenna arrays is effective to 
mitigate the negative attenuation and fading effects [4,5]. The GR decision statistics can be 
presented in the following form: 
 1
0
mod
1 1 1
2 2
0 1 0 1 0 1
( ) 2 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] ,
i
N M N M N M
GR i i i GR
k i k i k i
T x k s k x k k THR  
     
     X HH   (5) 
where TMM NxNxxx ][ 1[,],1[,],0[,],0[ 11  X  is the vector of random process at the 
PF output, and GRTHR  is the GR detection threshold. We can rewrite (5) using the vector 
form: 
 1
0 
2 2
mod( ) 2 ,GR GRT THR   X S X X η HH   (6) 
where )]1(),...,0([  NxxX  is the 1M  vector of the random process at the PF output with 
elements defined as Tkxkxk M ][ ][,],[][ 1 x ; )]1(,),0([ modmodmod  NssS   is the 1M  
vector of the process at the MSG output with the elements defined as ][mod ks  
Tksks
M
][ ][,],[ modmod1  ; ][ )1(,),0(  Nηηη   is the 1M  vector of the random process at 
the AF output with the elements defined as TM kkk ][ ][,],[][ 1  η  and GRTHR  is the GR 
detection threshold. 
According to GASP and GR structure shown in Fig. 1, the GR test statistics takes the 
following form under the hypotheses 1H  and 0H , respectively: 
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The term s
N
k
M
i i
Eks   10 1 2 ][  is the average signal energy and the term
       10 1 210 1 2 ][][ Nk Mi iNk Mi i kk   presents the background noise at the GR output that is a 
difference between the noise power at the PF and AF outputs. It is important to mention that 
the main GR functioning condition is the equality between parameters of the model signal
][mod ks i  and the signal ][ksi , i.e. ][mod ks i ][ksi  over all range of parameters and, in 
particular, by amplitude. How we can satisfy this condition in practice is discussed in detail 
in [1] and [3, Chapter 7, pp 611-621] when there is no a priori information about the signal
][ksi . This condition is essential for complete compensation in the statistical sense between 
the noise component of the correlation channel ][][2 mod kks ii  , the GR correlation channel, 
caused by interaction between the model signal ][mod ks i and noise ][ki , and the random 
component of the GR autocorrelation channel ][][2 kks ii  , the GR ED, caused by interaction 
between the signal ][ksi  and noise ][ki  [1] and [6, Chapter 3]. The complete matching 
between the model signal ][mod ks i  and the incoming signal ][ksi , especially by amplitude, is 
a very hard problem in practice and only in the ideal case the complete matching is possible. 
How the GR detection performance can be deteriorated under mismatching between the 
model signal ][mod ks i  and the incoming signal ][ksi  is discussed in [24]. Additionally, a 
practical implementation of the GR decision statistics requires an estimation of the noise 
variance 2w  using the reference noise ][ki  at the AF output. 
The mean GRm
0H  and the variance 
GRVar
0H  of the test statistics )(XGRT  under the hypothesis 
0H  are given in the following form [6, Chapter 3]: 
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2.2. MGF of the GR partial test statistics )( kGRT X  
To complete consideration of the GR main functioning principles the moment generating 
function (MGF) definition of the GR partial test statistics )( kGRT X  under the main GR 
functioning condition ][][mod ksks ii   and the hypothesis 1H  given by 
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is required. We say that the random variable x  has a chi-square distribution with   degree 
of freedom if its probability density function (pdf) is determined as 
 ,)5.0exp()( 15.0 xcxxp     (10) 
where c  is a constant given by [25] 
 ,
)5.0(2
1
5.0 c   (11) 
)(  is the gamma function. The MGF general form for the chi-square distributed random 
variable x  is given by [25] 
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where ]E[  is the mathematical expectation. At 1 , the constant 
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Assume that ][][ 21 kkz ii   and ][][ 22 kkz ii  . The pdfs for the random variables iz1  and iz2
are defined by the chi-square 2  distribution law with one degree of freedom [3]: 
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Introduce a new random variable 
iii
zzz 21  . The MGF of the random variable iz  is given 
using the following formula: 
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The MGF of the random variable 1z  is defined in the following form: 
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Introducing the variable 
iwi
zlg 1
2 )( 5.0   , we can obtain: 
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Based on the definition of the gamma function [26] 
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Finally, the MGF of the random variable iz1  is defined as 
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The mean and the variance of the random variables iz1 can be determined in the following 
form: 
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By the analogous way, we can find that the MGF of the random variable iz2  takes the 
following form: 
 .)21()( 5.0
2
2  ll wz i M   (24) 
Since Mii ks 1]}[{   are spatially correlated for i-th antenna array elements, and according to [28], 
the MGF of  Mi i ks1 2 ][  is defined as 
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where i  is the eigenvalue of the i-th spatial channel of the correlation matrix C  given by 
(2). Based on (21), (24), and (25), the MGF of the GD partial decision statistics )( kGRT X  
is 
determined in the following form: 
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Based on (26) and taking into consideration results discussed in [27], the mean and the 
variance of the test statistics )(XGRT  under the hypothesis 1H  take the following form, 
respectively: 
 ,)2()(E 221][1 whskGR
GR ENMTm   HH X   (27) 
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
  XH H   (28) 
3. Signal processing with optimal combining and partial cancellation 
3.1. Brief review 
In this section, we investigate the generalized receiver (GR) under the quadrature subbranch 
hybrid selection/maximal-ratio combining (HS/MRC) for 1-D modulations in multipath 
fading channel and compare its symbol error rate (SER) performance with that of the 
traditional HS/MRC scheme discussed in [29,30]. It is well known that the HS/MRC receiver 
selects the L strongest signals from N available diversity branches and coherently combines 
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them. In traditional HS/MRC scheme, the strongest L signals are selected according to 
signal-envelope amplitude [29–35]. However, some receiver implementations recover 
directly the in-phase and quadrature components of the received branch signals. 
Furthermore, the optimal maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of the phase of a diversity 
branch signal is implemented by first estimating the in-phase and quadrature branch signal 
components and obtaining the signal phase as a derived quantity [36,37]. Other channel-
estimation procedures also operate by first estimating the in-phase and quadrature branch 
signal components [38–41]. Thus, rather than N available signals, there are 2N available 
quadrature branch signal components for combining. In general, the largest 2L of these 2N 
quadrature branch signal components will not be the same as the 2L quadrature branch 
signal components of the L branch signals having the largest signal envelopes. 
In this section, we investigate how much improvement in performance can be achieved 
employing the GR with modified HS/MRC, namely, with the quadrature subbranch 
HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes, instead of the conventional HS/MRC combining scheme for 
1-D signal modulations in multipath fading channel. At GR discussed in [42], the N 
diversity branches are split into 2N in-phase and quadrature subbranches. Then the GR with 
HS/MRC scheme is applied to these 2N subbranches. Obtained results show the better 
performance is achieved by this quadrature subbranch HS/MRC scheme in comparison with 
the traditional HS/MRC scheme for the same value of average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
per diversity branch. 
Another problem discussed is the problem of partial cancellation factor (PCF) in DS-CDMA 
wireless communication system with multipath fading channel. It is well known that the 
multiple access interference (MAI) can be efficiently estimated by the partial parallel 
interference cancellation (PPIC) procedure and then partially be cancelled out of the 
received signal on a stage-by-stage basis for DS-CDMA wireless communication system 
[43]. To ensure a high-quality performance, PCF for each PPIC stage needs to be chosen 
appropriately, where the PCF should be increased as the reliability of the MAI estimates 
improves. There are some papers on the selection of the PCF for a receiver based on the 
PPIC. In [44–46], formulas for the optimal PCF were derived through straightforward 
analysis based on soft decisions. In contrast, it is very difficult to obtain the optimal PCF for 
a receiver based on PPIC with hard decisions owing to their nonlinear character. One 
common approach to solve the nonlinear problem is to select an arbitrary PCF for the first 
stage and then increase the value for each successive stage, since the MAI estimates may 
become more reliable in later stages [43, 47, 48]. This approach is simple, but it might not 
provide satisfactory performance. 
In this section, we use the Price’s theorem [49, 50] to derive a range of the optimal PCF for 
the first stage in PPIC of DS-CDMA wireless communication system with multipath fading 
channel employing GR based on GASP [1–3], where the lower and upper boundary values 
of the PCF can be explicitly calculated from the processing gain and the number of users of 
DS-CDMA wireless communication system in the case of periodic code scenario. Computer 
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simulation shows that, using the average of these two boundary values as the PCF for the 
first stage, we are able to reach the bit error rate (BER) performance that is very close to the 
potentially achieved one [51] and surpasses the BER performance of the real PCF for DS-
CDMA wireless communication systems discussed, for example, in [43]. 
With this result, a reasonable PCF can quickly be determined without using any time-
consuming Monte Carlo simulations. It is worth mentioning that the two-stage GR 
considered in [52] based on the PPIC using the proposed PCF at the first stage achieves the 
BER performance comparable to that of the three-stage GR based on the PPIC using an 
arbitrary PCF at the first stage. In other words, at the same BER performance, the proposed 
approach for selecting the PCF can reduce the GR complexity based on the PPIC. The PCF 
selection approach is derived for multipath fading channel cases discussed in [42, 53]. 
In this section, we describe the multipath fading channel model and provide system models 
for selection/maximal ratio combining and synchronous DS-CDMA wireless communication 
systems; carry out the performance analysis obtaining a symbol error rate expression in the 
closed-form and define a marginal moment generating function of SNR per symbol of a 
single quadrature branch; determine the lower and upper PCF bounds based on the 
processing gain N and the number of users K under multipath fading channel model in DS-
CDMA wireless communication systems employing GR; discuss simulation results; and 
make some conclusions. 
3.2. System model 
3.2.1. Multipath fading channel model 
Let the transfer function for user k’s channel be 
 ,,
1
( ) .k i
M
k k i
i
W Z Z
 

  (29) 
As we can see from (29), the number of paths is M and the channel power and delay for i-th 
channel path are ik ,  and ik , , respectively. 
We use two vectors to represent these parameters: 
 TLkkkk ],,,[ ,2,1,  τ   (30) 
and 
 ,1 ,2 ,[ , , , ] .
T
k k k k L  α    (31) 
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Let 
 Lkkk ,2,1,      (32) 
and the channel power is normalized 
 2,
1
1.
L
k i
i


   (33) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 01, k  for each user and L is the maximum 
possible number of paths. When a user’s path number, say 1M , is less than M, we can let all 
the elements in ik ,  and ik ,  be zero if the following condition is satisfied 
 1 1 .M i M     (34) 
We may also assume that the maximum delay is much smaller than the processing gain N 
[46]. Before our formulation, we first define a LN  )12(  composite signature matrix kA  in 
the following form 
 
,1 ,2 ,
[ , , , ]
k k k k L
A a a a     (35) 
where k,ia
~  is a vector containing i-th delayed spreading code for user k. It is defined as 
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 
     (36) 
Since a multipath fading channel is involved, the current received bit signal will be 
interfered by previous bit signal. As mentioned above, the maximum path delay is much 
smaller than the processing gain. The interference will not be severe and for simplicity, we 
may ignore this effect. Let us denote the channel gain for multipath fading as 
 .k k kh α A   (37) 
3.2.2. Selection/maximal-ratio combining 
We assume that there are N diversity branches experiencing slow and flat Rayleigh fading, 
and all of the fading processes are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). During 
analysis, we consider only the hypothesis 1H  ”a yes” signal in the input stochastic process. 
Then the equivalent received baseband signal for the k-th diversity branch takes the 
following form: 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,    1, , ,k k kk
x t h t s t w t k N       (38) 
where )( kts   is a 1-D baseband transmitted signal that without loss of generality, is 
assumed to be real, )(thk  is the complex channel gain for the k-th branch subjected to 
Rayleigh fading, k  is the propagation delay along the k-th path of received signal, and
)(twk  is the zero-mean complex AWGN with two-sided power spectral density 20N  with 
the dimension HzW . At GR front end, for each diversity branch, the received signal is split 
into its in-phase and quadrature signal components. Then, the conventional HS/MRC 
scheme is applied over all of these quadrature branches, as shown in Fig.2. 
 
Figure 2. Block diagram receiver based on GR with quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC 
schemes. 
We can present )(thk  given by (29)–(37) as i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables 
assuming that each of the L branches experiences the slow and flat Rayleigh fading 
 ( ) ( )exp{ ( )} exp{ },k k k k kh t t j t j        (39) 
where k  is a Rayleigh random variable and k  is a random variable uniformly distributed 
within the limits of the interval )2,0[  . Owing to the fact that the fade amplitudes are 
Rayleigh distributed, we can present )(thk  as 
 )()()( tjhthth kQkIk    (40) 
and )(twk  as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ).k kI kQw t w t jw t    (41) 
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The in-phase signal component )(txkI  and quadrature signal component )(txkQ  of the 
received signal )(txk  are given by 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),IkI k k kx t h t a t w t     (42) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).Q QkQ k k kx t h t a t w t     (43) 
Since ),,1(),( Kkthk   are subjected to i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, we can assume that the in-
phase )(thkI  and quadrature )(thkQ  channel gain components are independent zero-mean 
Gaussian random variables with the same variance [41] 
 2 20.5 ( )[| |],h kE h t    (44) 
where ][E  is the mathematical expectation. Further, the in-phase )(tw Ik  and quadrature
)(tw Qk  noise components are also the independent zero-mean Gaussian random processes, 
each with two-sided power spectral density 05.0 N  with the dimension HzW  [36]. Due to the 
independence of the in-phase )(thkI  and quadrature and quadrature )(thkQ  channel gain 
components and the in-phase )(tw Ik  and quadrature )(tw Qk  noise components, the 2N 
quadrature branch received signal components conditioned on the transmitted signal are i.i.d. 
We can reorganize the in-phase and quadrature components of the channel gains kh  and 
Gaussian noise )(twk  when Nk ,,1  as kg  and kv , given, respectively by 
 
 
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  (46) 
The GR output with quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes according to 
GASP [2, 3, 6–9] is given by: 
 
2 2
/
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,[ ]
AF PF
N N
GR
QBHS MRC k k k k k k
k k
Z t s t b g t b g t v t v t
 
      (47) 
where )()( 22 tvtv
PFAF kk
  is the background noise forming at the GR output for the k-th branch;
}1,0{kb  and 2L of the kb  equal 1. 
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3.2.3. Synchronous DS-CDMA wireless communication system 
Consider a synchronous DS-CDMA system employing the GR with K users, the processing 
gain N, the number of frame L, the chip duration cT , the bit duration 
R
NT
T cb   with 
information bit encoding rate R. The signature waveform of the user k is given by 
 
1
( ) ( ),
c
N
k ki T c
i
a t a p t iT

    (48) 
where },...,,{ 21 kNkk aaa  is a random spreading code with each element taking value on
N1  equiprobably, )(tp
cT
 is the unit amplitude rectangular pulse with duration cT . The 
baseband signal transmitted by the user k is given by 
 ,
1
( ) ( ) ( ),
L
k k k i k b
i
s t A t b a t iT

    (49) 
where )(tAk  is the transmitted signal amplitude of the user k. The following form can 
present the received baseband signal: 
 ],0[,)()()()()()()(
1 1
,
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b
K
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i
bkikk
K
k
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 
  (50) 
where taking into account (29)–(37) and (39) and as it was shown in [13] 
 )()()()( 2 tAtAthtS kkkkk    (51) 
is the received signal amplitude envelope for the user k, )(tw  is the complex Gaussian noise 
with zero mean with 
 
2 2
2 2
 2   ,          if     
( ) ( ) ,
 2   ,     if     
[ ( ) ] k wk j
k w kj
j k
E w t w t
j k
 
  
    
  (52) 
kj  is the coefficient of correlation. Using GR based on the multistage PPIC for DS-CDMA 
systems and assuming the user k is the desired user, we can express the corresponding GR 
output according to GASP and the main functioning condition of GR expressed by 
][][mod ksks ii   as the first stage of the PPIC GR: 
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where )(tsk
  is the model of the signal transmitted by the user k ( ][][mod ksks ii  ); kτ  is the 
delay factor that can be neglected for simplicity of analysis. For this case, we have 
 
1,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),
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where the first term in (54) is the desired signal; 
  b
T
jkkj dttstsρ
0
)()(   (55) 
is the coefficient of correlation between signature waveforms of the k-th and j-th users; the 
third term in (54) 
   b PFAF
T
kkkk dttwtwt
0
222 ][ )()()(    (56) 
is the total noise component at the GR output; and the second term in (54) 
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   (57) 
is the MAI. The conventional GR makes a decision based on kZ . Thus, MAI is treated as 
another noise source. When the number of users is large, MAI will seriously degrade the 
system performance. GR with partial interference cancellation, being a multiuser detection 
scheme [31], is proposed to alleviate this problem. 
Denoting the soft and hard decisions at the GR output for the user k by 
 (0) (0)ˆand ( )k k k kb Z b sgn Z    (58) 
respectively, the output of the GR with the first PPIC stage with a partial cancellation factor 
equal to 1p  can be written by [43] 
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ˆ ˆ( ) (1 ) ,k k k k k kb p Z I p b Z p I         (59) 
where )1(
~
k
b  denotes the soft decision of user k at the GR output with the first stage of PPIC 
and 
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is the estimated MAI using a hard decision. 
3.3. Performance analysis 
3.3.1. Symbol error rate expression 
Let kq  denote the instantaneous SNR per symbol of the k-th quadrature branch
)2,,1( Nk   at the GR output under quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC 
schemes. In line with [3, 46] and (29)–(37) and (39), the instantaneous SNR kq  can be defined 
in the following form: 
 
2
2
,
2
b k
k
w
E
q σ
   (61) 
where bE  is the average symbol energy of the transmitted signal )(ts . 
Assume that we choose )1(2 NLL   quadrature branched out of the 2N branches. Then, 
the SNR per symbol at the GR output under quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC 
schemes may be presented as 
 
/
2
( )
1
,QBHS MRC
L
k
k
q q

   (62) 
where )(kq  are the ordered instantaneous SNRs kq  and satisfy the following condition 
 (1) (2) (2 ).Nq q q     (63) 
When NL  , we obtain the MRC, as expected. Using the MGF method discussed in [33, 41], 
SER of M-ary pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) system conditioned on MRCQBHSq /  is given 
by 
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where 
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Averaging (64) over MRCQBHSq /  the SER of M-ary PAM system is determined in the 
following form: 
/ /
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where 
 )}{exp()( sqEsφ qq    (67) 
is the MGF of random variable q, }{qE  is the mathematical expectation of MGF with respect 
to SNR per symbol. 
A finite-limit integral for the Gaussian Q-function, which is convenient for numerical 
integrations, is given by [54] 
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The error function can be related to the Gaussian Q-function by 
 2
0
2
( ) exp( ) 1 2 ( 2 ).
x
erf x t dt Q x      (69) 
The complementary error function is defined as )(1)( xerfxerfc   so that 
 
1
( )       or       ( ) 2 ( 2 ),
2 2
x
Q x erfc erfc x Q x
    
  (70) 
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which is convenient for computing values using MATLAB since erfc is a subprogram in 
MATLAB but the Gaussian Q-function is not (unless you have a Communications Toolbox). 
Note that the Gaussian Q-function is the tabulated function. 
Now, let us compare (64) and (68) to obtain the closed form expression for the SER of M-ary 
PAM wireless communication system employing the GR with quadrature subbranch 
HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes. We can easily see that taking into account (44), (45), (61), 
(62), and (65), the SER of M-ary PAM system employing the GR with quadrature subbranch 
HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes can be defined in the following form 
 
/ /2
2 1 6
( ) .
1
QBHS MRC QBHS MRCs
M
P q Q q
M M
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  (71) 
Thus, we obtain the closed form expression for the SER of M-ary PAM system employing 
the GR with quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes that agrees with (8.136) 
and (8.138) in [55]. If 2M , the average BER performance of coherent binary phase-shift 
keying (BPSK) wireless communication system using the quadrature subbranch HS/MRC 
and HS/MRC schemes under GR implementation can be determined in the following form: 
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3.3.2. MGF of MRCQBHSq /  
Since all of the 2N quadrature branches are i.i.d., the MGF of MRCQBHSq /  takes the following 
form [35]: 
 
/
2 1 2( )
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2
2 exp( ) ( )[ ( , )] [ ( )] ,
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q
Nφ L sq f q φ s q F q dq
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 
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where )(qf  and )(qF  are, respectively, the probability density function (pdf) and the 
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of q, the SNR per symbol, for each quadrature branch, 
and 
 


q
dxxfsxqsφ )()exp(),(   (74) 
is the marginal moment generating function (MMGF) of SNR per symbol of a single 
quadrature branch. 
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Since kg  and Nkg  ),,1( Nk   follow the zero-mean Gaussian distribution with the 
variance 2h  given by (44), one can show that kq  and Nkq   follow the Gamma distribution 
with pdf given by [49] 
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where 
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   (76) 
is the average SNR per symbol for each diversity branch. The MMGF of SNR per symbol of 
a single quadrature branch can be determined in the following form: 
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1
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qsq
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Moreover, the cdf of q becomes 
 ( ) 1 (0, ) 1  ,( )qF q φ q erfc
q
      (78) 
where )(xerfc  is the complimentary error function. 
3.4. PCF determination 
3.4.1. AWGN channel 
In this section, we determine the PCF at the GR output with the first stage of PPIC. From 
[43], the linear minimum mean-square error (MMSE) solution of PCF for the first stage of 
PPIC is given by 
 
2
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where 
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 }{ 221,1 )(
ˆ
kkk IIEσ     (80) 
is the power of residual MAI plus the total noise component forming at the GR output at the 
first stage; 
 }{ 22 0,2 )( kk ζIEσ    (81) 
is the power of true MAI plus the total noise component forming at the GR output (also 
called the 0-th stage); 
 }{ ))(( ˆ0,21,11 kkkkk ζIIζIEσσρ    (82) 
is a correlation between these two MAI terms. It can be rewritten as 
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 (83) 
where ieP ,  is the BER of user i at the corresponding GR output; 
 1(0) (0) 2,
ˆ ˆ 1 2     and      .{ } { }i i e i ikE b b P E ρ N     (84) 
The PCF opt,1p  can be regarded as the normalized correlation between the true MAI plus the 
total noise component forming at the GR output and the estimated MAI. Assume that 
 Kkkb 1}{ b   (85) 
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is the data set of all users; 
 Kkiikρ 1,}{    (86) 
is the correlation coefficient set of random sequences; 
 ( 0)
(0) (0) 4 4
| ,
| , | , ,4( ) ( { } )
i
i i wb
f b E b  
b
b b
 N     (87) 
is the conditional normal pdf of )0(
~
ib  given b and   and )( ,|~,~ )0()0(,|~,~ )0()0(  bb jibb bbf ji  is the 
conditional joint normal pdf of )0(
~
ib  and 
)0(~
jb  given b and  . Following the derivations in 
[43], the expectation terms with hard decisions in (83) can be evaluated based on Price’s 
theorem [49] as follows 
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 (90) 
where 
 
(0)
2 2
,
2
{ | }( )k
k
w
M b
Q Q   
b 
  (91) 
and  
 444}{ wkkζVar    (92) 
is the total background noise variance forming at the GR output taking into account 
multipath fading channel; 2wσ  is the additive Gaussian noise variance forming at the PF and 
AF outputs of GR linear tract; the Gaussian Q- function is given by (68). 
Although numerical integration in [43, 56] can be adopted for determining the optimal PCF
opt,1p  for the first stage based on (83)-(90), it requires huge computational complexity. To 
simplify this problem, we assume that the total background noise forming at the GR output 
can be considered as a constant factor and may be small enough such that the Q  functions 
in (88) and (90) are all constants and (89) can be approximated to zero. That is 
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where [57] 
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  (94) 
With this, we can rewrite (88) and (90) as follows: 
 (0) (0)1
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  (96) 
where 1B  and 2B  are constants. According to assumptions made above, 
),0,0( |
,|
~
,
~ )0()0(  bbvu bbf  can be expressed by 
 (0) (0)
1
, | , 4 4 2
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0,0 , ,
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b b
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where 
 Tjib bEbE ][ }|{}|{ ,
~
,,
~ )0()0(  bbm    (98) 
and 
 }{ ))((
~~ T
bbb E mbmbB    (99) 
with 
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 (0) (0), .[ ]Ti jb bb     (100) 
Since 1bB  is a positive semi-definite matrix, i.e. 
 1 0,Tb b b
 m B m   (101) 
we can have 
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With the above results, 
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where [57] 
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Thus, we can derive a range of opt,1p  as follows 
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  (106) 
If the power control is perfect, i.e. 
 eiejjii PPAAA  ,222 and   (107) 
and eP  is approximated by the BER of high SNR case, i.e., the )( 1KNQ  function [58, 59], 
(83) can be rewritten as 
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NQ NK p Q
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  (108) 
It is interesting to see that the lower and upper boundary values can be explicitly calculated 
from the processing gain N and the number of users K. 
3.4.2. Multipath channel 
Based on representation in (37), we can obtain the received signal vector in the following 
form: 
 
1
( ) ( ) ( ).
K
k k k
k
t A t b t

 x h w   (109) 
Introduce the following notation for the correlation coefficient 
       and       .Tjk j k k kk   h h   (110) 
In commercial DS-CDMA wireless communication systems, the users’ spreading codes are 
often modulated with another code having a very long period. As far as the received signal 
is concerned, the spreading code is not periodic. In other words, there will be many possible 
spreading codes for each user. If we use the result derived above, we then have to calculate 
the optimum PCFs for each possible code and the computational complexity will become 
very high. Since the period of the modulating code is usually very long, we can treat the 
code chips as independent random variables and approximate the correlation coefficient
jk  given by (110) as a Gaussian random variable. In this case, the GR output for the first 
stage can be presented in the following form: 
 
1, 1,
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),
K K
T T
k k k k k j j j k k k k k j j k k
j j k j j k
Z t A t b A t b t A t b A t b t   
   
      h h h h   (111) 
where the background noise )(tk  forming at the GR output is given by (56). 
Evaluating the GR output process given by (111), based on the well-known results, for 
example, discussed in [60], we can define the BER performance for the user k in the 
following form: 
 ( ) 0.5 ( | 1) 0.5 ( | 1) ( | 1).kb k k k k k kP P Z b P Z b P Z b         (112) 
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In (112), we assume that the occurrence of probabilities for 1kb  and 1kb  are equal, and 
that the error probabilities for 1kb  and 1kb  are also equal. As we can see from (111), 
there are three terms. The first term corresponds to the desired user bit. If we let 1kb , it is 
a deterministic value. The third term in (111) given by (56) corresponds to the GR 
background noise interference which pdf is defined in [3, Chapter 3, pp. 250–263, 324–328]. 
The second term in (111) corresponds to the interference from other users and is subjected to 
the binomial distribution. Note that correlation coefficients in (111) are small and DS-CDMA 
wireless communication systems are usually operated in low SNR environments. The 
variance of the second term is then much smaller in comparison with the variance of the 
third term. Thus, we can assume that kZ  conditioned on 1kb  can be approximated by 
Gaussian distribution, as shown in [3, Chapter 3, pp. 250–263, 324–328] and [13]. Then the 
BER performance takes the following form 
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( ) ,
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l
k
k l
k
E
P Z Q
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L
L
M
V   (113) 
where }{LE  denotes the expectation operator over the spreading code set L  and )(lkM  and
)(l
kV  are the expected squared mean and variance of kZ , respectively, given the l-th possible 
code in L . Letting 
 2      and       ,k j k jk
j k j k
R q 
 
      (114) 
where jq  is defined in (61), considering jk  as a Gaussian random variable, we obtain 
 2)(22)()(2)( ]}[{]}[][{][ 1 lkkk
l
kk
l
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l
k EpAEpEAE  LLLL M    (115) 
and the mathematical expectation of variance as 
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Note that the expectations in (115) and (116) are operated on interfering user bits and noise 
using the correlation coefficient jk  given by (110). The coefficients of ][ )(lkE VL  are 
represented by 
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The optimal PCF for the user k can be found as 
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,opt ,opt( )
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Substituting (115)–(119) into (120) and simplifying the result, we obtain the following 
equation 
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  (121) 
Unlike that in AWGN channel, the result for the aperiodic code scenario is more difficult to 
obtain because there are more correlation terms in (114)–(120) to work with. Before 
evaluation of the expectation terms in (98), we define some function as follows: 
 , ,( , ) ;jk j m k nm n     (122) 
 , ,( , ) ;jk j m k nm n      (123) 
 , ,( , ) .
T
jk j m k nm n  a a    (124) 
Thus, (122)–(124) define some relative figures between the m-th channel path of the j-th user 
and the n-th channel path of the k-th user. The notation ),( nmjk  denotes the path gain 
product, ),( nmjk  is the relative path delay, and ),( nmjk  is the code correlation with the 
relative delay ),( nmjk . Expanding (122)–(124), we have seven expectation terms to 
evaluate. For purpose of illustration, we show how to evaluate the first term, ][ 2jkE L  here. 
By definition, we have jk  as 
, , , , , , , ,
1 1 1 1 1 1
( , ) ( , ).
T
L L L L L L
T T
jk j k j m j m k n k n j m k n j m k n jk jk
m n m n m n
m n m n
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                     h h a a a a   α α α α α ψ   (125) 
The expectation of jk  over all possible codes can be presented in the following form: 
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  (126) 
Introduce the following function 
 21 1 2 2 1 1 2 2( , , , ) ( , ) ( , )[ ].jk jk jkG m n m n B E m n m n    (127) 
The coefficient 2B  in (127) is only the normalization constant. Since the spreading codes are 
seen as random, only if ),( 11 nmjk  is equal to ),( 22 nmjk  will ),,,( 2211 nmnmG jk  be nonzero. 
Consider a specific set of },,,{ 2211 nmnm  such that 
 1 1 2 2( , ) ( , )   ,       0.jk jkm n m n        (128) 
In this case, we have 
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At 0 , we have the same result except that the sign of  in (129) is plus. We can conclude 
that the function ),,,( 2211 nmnmG jk  in (127) can be written in the following form: 
 1 1 2 21 1 2 2
 | |  ,       if       ( , ) ( , )
( , , , ) .
 0  ,                otherwise
jk jk
jk
N m n m n
G m n m n
       
  (130) 
Using (126), (127), and (129), we can evaluate ][ 2jkE L  in (117)–(119). The formulations from 
the other six expectation terms can be obtained by mathematical transformation that is not 
difficult. 
We now provide a simple example to show the multipath effect on the optimal PCFs. 
Introduce the following notations that are satisfied for all k: 
 T T 2 2[0, ]   ;  [ , ]   ;      and     1.k kT       τ a   (131) 
Using (131) and taking into consideration that in the case of AWGN channel 
 ( )
1
,[ ]lk
K
E
N
 L   (132) 
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at given the l-th possible code in L , we can write for the case of the multipath channel 
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Note that the first terms in (133)–(136) correspond to the optimal PCFs in AWGN channel. 
Other terms are due to the multipath effect. It is evident to see that if 0  we have the case 
of AWGN channel. 
3.5. Simulation results 
3.5.1. Selection/maximal-ratio combining 
In this section, we discuss some examples of GR performance with quadrature subbranch 
HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes and compare with the conventional HS/MRC receiver. The 
average SER of coherent BPSK and 8-PAM signals under processing by the GR with the 
quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes as a function of average SNR per 
symbol per diversity branch for various values of 2L and 82 N  is presented in Fig.3. It is 
seen that the GR SER performance with quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC 
schemes at )4,3(),( NL  achieves virtually the same performance as the GR with traditional 
MRC, and that the performance at )4,2(),( NL  is typically less than 0.5 dB in SNR poorer 
than that of GR with traditional MRC in [42]. Additionally, a comparison with the 
traditional HS/MRC receiver in [29, 30] is made. Advantage of GR implementation in DS-
CDMA wireless communication systems is evident. 
The average SER of coherent BPSK and 8-PAM signals under processing by GR with 
quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes as a function of average SNR per 
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symbol per diversity branch for various values of 2N at 42 L  is shown in Fig.4. We note 
the substantial benefits of increasing the number of diversity branches N for fixed L. 
Comparison with the traditional HS/MRC receiver is made. Advantage of GR 
implementation in DS-CDMA wireless communication systems is evident. 
 
Figure 3. Average SER of coherent BPSK and 8-PAM for GR with quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and 
HS/MRC schemes versus the average SNR per symbol per diversity for various values of 2L with
82 N . 
Comparative analysis of average BER as a function of the average SNR per bit per diversity 
branch of coherent BPSK signals employing GR with quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and 
HS/MRC schemes and GR with traditional HS/MRC scheme for various values of L with
8N  is presented in Fig. 5. To achieve the same value of average SNR per bit per diversity 
branch, we should choose 2L quadrature branches for the GR with quadrature subbranch 
HS/MRC, HS/MRC schemes, and L diversity branches for the GR with traditional HS/MRC 
scheme. Figure 5 demonstrates that the GR BER performance with quadrature subbranch 
HS/MRC and HS /MRC schemes is much better than that of the GR with traditional HS/MRC 
scheme, about 0.5 dB to 1.2 dB, when L is less than one half N. This difference decreases with 
increasing L. This is expected because when NL   we obtain the same performance. Some 
discussion of increases in GR complexity and power consumption is in order. We first note 
that GR with quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes requires the same 
number of antennas as GR with traditional HS/MRC scheme. On the other hand, the former 
requires twice as many comparators as the latter, to select the best signals for further 
processing. However, GR designs that process the quadrature signal components will require 
2L receiver chains for either the GR with quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC 
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schemes or the GR with traditional HS/MRC scheme. Such receiver designs will use only a 
little additional power, as GR chains consume much more power than the comparators. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Average SER of coherent BPSK and 8-PAM for GR with quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and 
HS/MRC schemes versus the average SNR per symbol per diversity for various values of 2N with
42 L . 
On the other hand, GR designs that implement co-phasing of branch signals without 
splitting the branch signals into the quadrature components will require L receiver chains 
for GR with traditional HS/MRC scheme and 2L receiver chains for GR with quadrature 
subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes, with corresponding hardware and power 
consumption increases. 
3.5.2. Synchronous DS-CDMA wireless communication system 
To demonstrate a usefulness of the optimal PCF range given by (108), we performed a 
number of simulations for asynchronous DS-CDMA wireless communication system with 
perfect power control. In simulations, the random spreading codes with length N 64  
were used for each user and the number of users was 40K  [61]. Figure 6 shows the BER 
performance of single-stage hard-decision GR based on PPIC for different magnitudes of 
SNR and various values of PCF where the optimal PCF for the first stage lies between 0.3169 
(lower boundary) and 0.7998 (upper boundary). It can be seen that, for all the SNR cases, the 
GR based on PPIC using the average of the lower and upper boundary values, i.e., 0.5584, as 
the PCF, has the close BER performance to that using the optimal PCF. Additionally, 
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comparison of GR implementation in DS-CDMA systems with the conventional detector 
discussed in [43] is presented. 
 
Figure 5. Comparison of the average BER of coherent BPSK and 8-PAM for GR with quadrature 
subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes versus the average SNR per symbol per diversity for various 
values of 2L with 8N . 
These results demonstrate us a great superiority of the GR employment over the 
conventional detector in [43]. 
Figure 7 shows the BER performance at each stage for the three-stage GR based on the PPIC 
using different PCFs at the first stage, i.e., the average value and an arbitrary value. PCFs for 
these two three-stage cases are 
 )9.0,8.0,7.0(and)9.0,8.0,5584.0(),,( 321 aaa   (137) 
respectively. The results demonstrate that the BER performances of GR employed by DS-
CDMA systems for the cases using the proposed PCF at the first stage outperform ones of 
GR implemented in DS-CDMA system using arbitrary PCF at the first stage. Furthermore, 
the GR BER performance at the second stage for the case using the proposed PCF at the first 
stage achieves the GR BER performance of the GR comparable to that of the three-stage GR 
based on PPIC using an arbitrary PCF at the first stage. Comparison between the AWCN 
and multipath channels is also presented in Fig.7. We see that in the case of multipath 
channel, the BER performance is deteriorated. This fact can be explained by the additional 
correlation terms in (133)–(136). 
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 Figure 6. The BER performance of the single-state GR based on PPIC with hard decisions for different 
SNRs and PCFs. 
 
Figure 7. The BER performance at each stage for three-stage GR based on the PPIC with hard decisions 
for different PCFs at the first stage, i.e., the average value and an arbitrary value: AWGN and multipath 
channels. 
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Figure 8 demonstrates the optimal PCF versus the number of users both for the synchronous 
AWGN and for the multipath channels. We carry out simulation for the AWGN channel 
under the following conditions: the Gold codes, SNR=12 dB, the spreading codes are the 
periodic and perfect power control. The multipath channel assumed is a two-ray channel 
with the transfer function 
 2648.0762.0)(  ZZWk   (138) 
for all users. In the case of multipath channel, we employ aperiodic codes, SNR =12 dB, and 
perfect power control. 
 
Figure 8. Optimal PCF versus the number of users: the AWGN and multipath channels. 
3.6. Conclusions 
The GR performance with quadrature subbranch HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes for a 1-D 
signal modulation in Rayleigh fading was investigated. The SER of M-ary PAM, including 
coherent BPSK modulation, was derived. Results show the GR with quadrature subbranch 
HS/MRC and HS/MRC schemes performs substantially better the GR with traditional 
HS/MRC scheme, particularly, when L is smaller than one half N, and much better the 
traditional HS/MRC receiver. We have also derived the optimal PCF range for GR first stage 
based on the PPIC, which is employed by DS-CDMA system, with hard decisions in 
multipath fading channel. Computer simulation shows that the BER performance of the GR 
employed by DS-CDMA wireless communication system with multipath fading channel in 
the case of periodic code scenario and using the average of the lower and upper boundary 
values is close to that of the GR of the case using the real optimal PCF, whether the SNR is 
high or low. It has also been shown that GR employment in DS-CDMA system with 
multipath fading channel in the case of periodic code scenario allows us to observe a great 
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superiority over the conventional receiver discussed in [43]. The procedure discussed in [43] 
is also acceptable for GR employment by DS-CDMA systems. It has also been demonstrated 
that the two-stage GR based on PPIC using the proposed PCF at the first stage achieves such 
BER performance comparable to that of the three-stage GR based on PPIC using an arbitrary 
PCF at the first stage. This means that at the same BER performance, the number of stages 
(or complexity) required for the multistage GR based on PPIC could be reduced when the 
proposed PCF is used at the first stage. It can be shown that the proposed PCF selection 
approach is applicable to multipath fading cases at GR employment in DS-CDMA systems 
even if no perfect power control is assumed but this is a subject of future work. We have 
also compared the BER performance at the optimal PCF in the case of AWGN and multipath 
channels and presented a sensitivity of the BER performance to the values of PCF for both 
cases. 
4. Signal processing with frequency-selective channels 
4.1. Brief review 
In this section, we consider and study the GR in DS-CDMA wireless communication system 
with frequency-selective channels. We discuss the linear equalization with the finite impulse 
response (FIR) beamforming filters and channel estimation and spatially correlation. 
4.1.1. Linear equalization and FIR beamforming filters 
The use of multiple antennas in wireless communication system attracts significant interest 
and attention of researchers. Transmit beamforming has received considerable attention 
because of its simplicity and ability to exploit the benefits of multiple transmit antenna [62]. 
Information about channel state at the transmitter is generally required for beamforming. At 
the present time, an impact of noisy and/or quantized information about channel state is a 
pivot of recent research owing to the fact that the perfect channel state information may not 
be available at the transmitter [63–65]. In [66], beamforming techniques for DS-CDMA 
wireless communication systems used a multicarrier approach to cope with frequency-
selective fading were also proposed. We should note, however, that the multicarrier 
techniques are not used in single carrier systems. In this section, we investigate the transmit 
beamforming for single carrier transmission over frequency-selective fading channels with 
the perfect channel state information at the GR. A necessity of equalization at the GR is 
generated by the intersymbol interference (ISI) caused by the channel frequency selectivity. 
It must be emphasized that the optimum beamforming depends on the equalizer used. As it 
is well-known, the linear equalization possesses a low complexity. By this reason, we adopt 
the linear equalization. In comparison and in contrast to [67], we consider the more realistic 
case of FIR beamforming filters at the GR. Unlike the infinite impulse response case, a 
closed-form solution for the FIR beamforming filters at the GR does not seem to exist. 
Because of this, we need to calculate the optimum FIR beamforming filters. Numerical 
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results show that for typical Global System for Mobile Communications/Enhanced Data 
Rates for GSM Evolution (GSM/EDGE) channels the performance of short GR FIR 
beamforming filters can be closely approached with infinite impulse response beamforming 
at the GR and significant gains over single antenna transmission can be achieved. 
4.1.2. Channel estimation and spatial correlation 
Under consideration of channel estimation and correlation part, we investigate the 
minimum mean square error (MMSE) GR. It takes an error of maximum likelihood (ML) 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channel estimation and GR spatially correlation 
into consideration in the computation of MMSE GR and log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of each 
coded bit. Our GR analysis and investigation are based on the following statements: 
 It is well-known [68–70] that the existing soft-output MMSE vertical Bell Lab Space 
Time (V-BLAST) detectors have been designed based on perfect channel estimation. 
Unfortunately, the estimated MIMO channel coefficient matrix is noisy and imperfect in 
practical application environment, [71,72]. Therefore, these soft-output MMSE V-BLAST 
detectors will suffer from performance degradation under practical channel estimation. 
 The ML symbol detection scheme is investigated in [72]. It takes into consideration the 
channel estimation error under condition that the MIMO channel estimation is 
imperfect. MMSE based on V-BLAST symbol detection algorithm addressing the impact 
of the channel estimation error is discussed in [73]. However, the channel coding, 
decision error propagation compensation, and spatially channel correlation are not 
discussed and considered. 
In the present section, we derive the MMSE GR for detecting each transmitted symbol and 
provide a method to compute the LLR of each coded bit. When compared with the detection 
scheme discussed in [73], our simulation results show that the MMSE GR can obtain sizable 
performance gain. 
4.2. Problem statement and system model 
We consider a MIMO DS-CDMA wireless communication system with TN  transmit and 
RN  receive antennas. The modulated symbols ][kb  are taken from a scalar symbol alphabet
F  such as quadriphase-shift keying (QPSK) or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), 
and have the following variance 
 2 2[ ] 1,| |{ }bσ E b k    (139) 
where }{E  denotes the mathematical expectation. The coefficients of the FIR beamforming 
filters of length gL  at the transmit antenna tn , Tt Nn 1  are denoted by ][kg tn , where
10  gLk and their energy is normalized to 
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The signal transmitted over antenna tn  at time k is given by 
 [ ] [ ] [ ],
t tn n
a k g k b k    (141) 
where    denotes a linear discrete-time convolution. The discrete-time received signal at 
the receive antenna rn , Rr Nn 1  can be modeled in the following manner 
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where ][kw
rn
 denotes the spatially and temporally AWGN with zero mean and variance 
given by 
 2 2 0[ ] 0.5 ,| |{ }rw nσ E w k N    (143) 
where 05.0 N  denotes the two-sided power spectral density of the underlying continuous in 
time passband noise process. 
The notation ][kh
rtnn
, where 10  Lk , represents the overall channel impulse response 
between the transmit antenna tn  and the receive antenna rn  of length L. In our model,
][kh
rtnn
 contains the combined effects of transmit pulse shaping, wireless channel, receive 
filtering, and sampling. We assume an existence of block fading model, i.e., the channel is 
constant for the duration of at least one data burst before it changes independently to a new 
realization. In general, ][kh
rtnn
 are spatially and temporally correlated because of 
insufficient antenna spacing and transmit/receive filtering, respectively. Substituting (141) 
into (142), we obtain 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ],
r rr
eq
n nn
s k h k b k w k     (144) 
where the equivalent channel impulse response ][kheq
nr
 corresponding to the receiving 
antenna rn  is defined as 
 


T
t
trtr
N
n
nnn
eq
n
kgkhkh
1
][][][   (145) 
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and has the length 1 geq LLL . Equation (144) shows that the MIMO DS-CDMA wireless 
communication system with beamforming can be modeled as an equivalent single-input 
multiple-output (SIMO) system. Therefore, the GR can use the same equalization, channel 
estimation, and channel tracking techniques as for a single antenna transmission. We 
assume that the GR employs receive diversity zero forcing or MMSE linear equalization [74]. 
Let us rewrite the main statements and definitions mentioned above in the matrix form for 
our convenience in subsequent analysis of channel estimation. Thus, the received signal can 
be expressed in the following form: 
 
1
,
TN
k k
k
a

   s Ha w h w   (146) 
where T
RN
sss ],,,[ 21 s  is the received signal vector; TTN ],,,[ 21 hhhH   is the TR NN 
MIMO channel coefficient matrix with elements ][kh
rtnn
 denoting the channel fading 
coefficient between the tn -th transmit antenna and the rn -th receive antenna. 
We adopt the following GR spatially correlated MIMO channel model 
 wHRH r   (147) 
with wH  denoting an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) matrix with entries 
obeying the Gaussian law with zero mean and unit variance, and rR  is the RR NN   receive 
array correlation matrix determined by 
 .( )Hr r rR R R   (148) 
Then, we have 
 .{ }H TE N rHH R   (149) 
The channel is considered to be flat fading with coherence time of )( DP NN   MIMO vector 
symbols, where PN  symbol intervals are dedicated to pilot matrix pS  and the remaining
DN  to data transmission, where 
T
NT
aaa ],,,[ 21 a  is the transmitted complex signal 
vector whose element given by (141) is taken from the complex modulation constellation F
, because the modulated symbols ][kb  are taken from the scalar symbol alphabet F , such 
as QPSK signal, by mapping the coefficient of FIR beamforming filters ][kg
tn
 like the coded 
bit vector 
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nnnn tttt
][ 2log21 ,,, gggg    (150) 
to one modulation symbol belonging to F , i.e., F )(map
tt nn
a g . 
Meanwhile, we assume that each transmitted symbol is independently taken from the same 
modulation constellation F  and has the same average energy, i.e., 
 .{ }
T
H
b NE Eaa I   (151) 
Finally, T
RN
nww ][ ,,21, w  is the AWGN vector with covariance matrix determined by 
 2 .{ }
R
H
w NE σ wK ww I   (152) 
TN
I  and 
RN
I  are the identity matrices. 
4.3. FIR beamforming for GR with linear equalization 
According to [75], the unbiased SNR for linear equalization with the optimum infinite 
impulse response equalizer filters at the GR back end is given by 
 
4
4
( ) ,b
e
σ
SNR χσ g   (153) 
where 2bσ  is given by (139) and the linear equalization error variance 2eσ  will be defined 
below. We note that the assumption of infinite impulse response linear equalization filters at 
the GR back end is not a major restriction, since typically FIR linear equalization filters of 
length equal to eqF LL 4  can approach closely the performance of infinite impulse response 
linear equalization filters. In (153) we consider the constant 0χ for the case of zero forcing 
linear equalization and 1χ  for the case of MMSE linear equalization, respectively [74]. In 
(153) the beamforming filter vector 
 TgNg LggLggg T ][ )1()0()1()1()0( 2111  g   (154) 
consists of the coefficients of all beamforming filters. 
The GR linear equalization error variance defined based on results discussed in [76] is given 
by 
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where 444and0 bw σσμμ   are valid for the case of zero-forcing linear equalization and for 
the case of MMSE linear equalization, respectively. Furthermore, the frequency response
}{ )()( khfH eq
n
eq
n rr
G  of the equivalent channel can be defined in the following form 
 ( ) ( ) ,
rr
eq H
nn
H f f q H g
 
  (156) 
where the subscript H means the Hermitian transpose, 
 ( ) 1 exp( 2 ) exp[ 2 ( 1)] ,{ }Teqf j πf j πf L q    (157) 
 TnNnnn rTrrr ][ 21 HHHH    (158) 
and 
rtnn
H  is a geq LL   column-circulant matrix with the vector TTLnnnn grtrt Lhh ][ 1)1()0(  0  
in the first column. Therefore, the GR SNR with the zero-forcing linear equalization and 
MMSE linear equalization can be presented in the following form: 
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with the gTgT LNLN   matrix 
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H H
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n
f f f

 G H d d H   (160) 
The optimum beamforming filter vector optg  shall maximize )(gSNR  subject to power 
constraint 1ggH . Unfortunately, this optimization problem is not convex, i.e. the standard 
tools from convex optimization cannot be applied. Nevertheless, the Lagrangian of the 
optimization problem can be formulated in the following form: 
 ( ) ( ) ,HL SNR μ g g g g   (161) 
where μ  denotes the Lagrange multiplier. The optimum vector optg  has to satisfy the 
following equality 
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which leads to the nonlinear eigenvalue problem, namely, 
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with the eigenvalue μ~ . Unfortunately, (163) does not seem to have a closed-form solution. 
Therefore, we use the following gradient algorithm for calculation of the optimum FIR 
beamforming filters at the GR, which recursively improves an initial beamforming filter 
vector 0g . The main statements of the gradient algorithm are: 
1. Let 0i  and initialized the beamforming filter vector with a suitable 0g  satisfying
100 ggH . 
2. Update the beamforming filter vector 
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where iδ  is a suitable adaptation step size. 
3. Normalize the beamforming filter vector 
 11
1 1
.ii
H
i i

 
 gg
g g

 
  (165) 
4. If εiHi ||1 1   gg , go to Step 5, otherwise increment 1 ii  and go to Step 2. 
5. 1ig  are the desired beamforming filter vector. 
For the termination constant ε  in Step 4 a suitably small value should be chosen, e.g.
410ε . Ideally the adaptation step size iδ  should be optimized to maximize the speed of 
convergence. Here, we follow [77] and choose iδ  proportional to 1iλ , where iλ  is the 
maximal eigenvalue of the matrix 
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in iteration i. In particular, we found empirically that 101.0  ii λδ  is a good choice. 
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Because of non-convexity of the underlying optimization problem, we cannot guarantee that 
the gradient algorithm converges to the global maximum. However, adopting the 
initialization procedure explained below, the solution found by this gradient algorithm 
seems to be close to optimum, i.e., if gL  is chosen sufficiently large the FIR beamforming 
filters obtained with the gradient algorithm approach and the performance of the optimal 
infinite impulse response beamforming filters at the GR was discussed in [52]. 
We found empirically that a convergence to the optimum or a close to optimum solution is 
achieved if the beamforming filter length is gradually increased. If the desired beamforming 
filter length is gL , the gradient algorithm is executed gL  times. The beamforming filter 
vector is initialized with the normalized all-ones vector of size TN  for the first execution
)1( υ  of the gradient algorithm. For the υ -th execution, gLυ 2 , the first )1( υ  
beamforming filters coefficients of each antenna are initialized with the optimum 
beamforming filter coefficients for that antenna found in the )1( υ -th execution of the 
gradient algorithm and the υ -th coefficients are initialized with zero. In each execution step
υ , the algorithm requires typically less than 50 iterations to converge, i.e., the overall 
complexity of the algorithm are on the order of 50 gL . 
4.4. MMSE GR 
4.4.1. Channel estimation 
It was proved that for ML MIMO channel estimator the optimal pilot matrix minimizing the 
mean square estimation error is an orthogonal pilot matrix [71, 72]. Under the use of the 
pilot matrix, i.e., 
 ,
T
H
p p P P NE NS S I   (167) 
where TP NN   and PE  is the energy of each pilot symbol, the estimated channel matrix 
can be expressed as [71, 72] HHH ˆ , where 
 1)(  PPNEHpwSH   (168) 
is the channel estimation error matrix, which is correlated with the matrix H and with 
entries subjected to Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance  
 12 2 ( ) ,h w P Pσ σ E N     (169) 
which is determined independently of instantaneous channel realization. We can conclude 
that Hˆ  is a complex Gaussian matrix with zero mean and covariance matrix 
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Let mm hh ,  and ),,2,1(,ˆ Tm Nm h  denote the m-th column of matrices H, H  and Hˆ , 
respectively. Then, by the important properties of complex Gaussian random vector [78] and 
with some manipulations, we obtain 
 2 2 1ˆ ˆ ( ) ;|{ }
Rm m h m h N
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4.4.2. Computation of MMSE GR 
Let },,2,1{ Ti Nk   be the index of i-th detected spatial data stream according to the 
maximal post-detection SINR ordering rule. Denote 
ja
μ  and 2
ja
σ  as the mean and variance 
of the signal ja , respectively, which can be determined by a posteriori symbol probability 
estimation as in [70]. By performing the soft interference cancellation (SIC) [70] and 
considering channel estimation error, the corresponding interference-cancelled received 
signal vector
ik
s
~ can be determined in the following form: 
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where PFw  is the noise forming at the PF output of GR front end linear system. 
Then, conditionally on Hˆ , the MMSE GR output is given as [3, 51] 
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i H
k k
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 
  (174) 
where AFw  is the reference zero mean Gaussian noise with a priori information a “no” 
signal and with the following covariance matrix in a general case [1, 3] 
 2 ,{ } { }
R
H H
PF PF AF AF w NE E σ w w w w I   (175) 
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because the AF and PF of GR front end linear system do not change the statistical 
parameters of input process (Gaussian noise, for example). Thus, according to (173) and 
(175), we can write 
1
1
1
2 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ .
| | | |
| |
{ } { } { } { }
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 

s s H h h h h H h H h h h H
h h h h H h H h I
    
  (176) 
Based on results discussed in the previous Section, it is evidently that jh  is only correlated 
with jhˆ . Then, we have 
 ˆˆ| |{ } { }.H Hj j j j jE E    h h H h h h   (177) 
From the basic relationship between the autocorrelation and covariance functions, we have 
 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ| | | |{ } { } { } { }.H H Hj j j j j j j j j jE Cov E E       h h h h h h h h h h   (178) 
Substituting (171) and (172) into (178), we can write 
2 4 2 1 4 2 1 2ˆ|{ } ( ) ( ) ( ).
R R R R
H H
j j j h N h h N h h N j j h NE σ σ σ σ σ σ             r r rh h h I R I R I h h R I   (179) 
Introduce the following notations 
 2 1 ,( )
Rh N
σ  rΛ R I   (180) 
 2 ,
RN h
σ Ξ I Λ   (181) 
 
1 2 1
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ik k k
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Substituting (171) and (179) into (176) and taking into consideration (180)–(182), we have 
1 1 1 11 1 1 1
1 11 1
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  (183) 
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where the notation mn:H  denotes the submatrix containing the n-th to m-th columns of the 
matrix H. 
Based on similar manipulations, we can write 
2 2 1ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ2 | .|{ } { } { } ( ) ( )
R Ri i i i i i i i i
H H H H H H H H
k k k k AF AF b k h h N AF k AF PF k PF NE a E E E σ σ       rs H s s H w w h R I w h w w h w I     (184) 
In the root mean-square sense, the second term in (184) representing the GR back end 
background noise tends to approach zero. By this reason, finally we can write 
 2 2 1ˆˆ ˆ2 .| |{ } { } { } ( )
Ri i i i i i i
H H H H
k k k k AF AF b k h h NE a E E E σ σ     rs H s s H w w h R I     (185) 
Combining (183) and (185), we obtain the MMSE GR output iY
~
, conditionally on Hˆ . 
4.4.3. Computation of LLR 
By applying iY
~
 to 
ik
s
~ , we have the process at the MMSE GR output [13,52,61] 
ikiik
sYZ ~
~~  . 
According to the Gaussian approximation of the MMSE GR back end process, we can write 
 2 ,
i i i ik k k k
a Z μ η     (186) 
where 
 
ikiikikiik
E hΞYHhhYμ ˆ~ˆ~~ }{ |)(    (187) 
and 22~
kiki PFAFik
wwη   is the background noise at the MMSE GR output with zero-mean and 
variance 42~ 4 wkη σσ i  . 
Therefore, the LLR value of the coded bit λ
ik
g  can be approximated as [68, 69] 
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L   (188) 
where 0λF and 1λF denote the modulation constellation symbols subset of F  whose λ -th bit 
equals 0 and 1, respectively. 
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4.4.4. Remarks 
When the channel estimation error is neglected, i.e., 02 hσ  in (180), (181) and (183), the 
MMSE GR output given by (174) reduces to that of the modified soft-output MMSE GR, in 
which only decision error propagation is considered, [13, 61]. On the other hand, if 
RN
IR r   and no residual interference cancellation error is assumed the MMSE GR output 
given by (174) reduces to that of [50]. For the sake of simplicity, we call this detector as the 
conventional soft-output MMSE GR hereafter if this detector is applied in channel coded 
MIMO DS-CDMA wireless communication system. Meanwhile, if both decision error 
propagation and channel estimation error are neglected, the MMSE GR output given by 
(174) reduces to that of the conventional MMSE GR output of [51]. 
4.5. SER definition 
We continue a discussion of SER formula derivation presented in (61)-(72), subsection 3.3.1. 
In the case of M-ary PSK system the exact expression for the SER takes the following form 
[79] 
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   (189) 
Taking into account (61), (67), and (189), we can write the SER of QPSK system employed 
the GR in the following form: 
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QBHS MRCSER q
P d
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  

    (190) 
There is a need to note that a direct comparison of QPSK and BPSK systems on the basis of 
average symbol-energy-to-noise-spectral-density ratio indicates that the QPSK is 
approximately 3 dB worse than the BPSK. 
Another signaling scheme that allows multiple signals to be transmitted using quadrature 
carries is the QAM. In this case, the transmitted signal can be presented in the following 
form: 
 scici
s
k TttfBtfA
T
ta  0,)2sin()2cos(2)( ][    (191) 
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where iA  and iB  take on the possible values pMpp )( 1,,3;    with equal 
probability, where M is an integer power of 4; sT  is the sampling interval, and cf  is the 
carrier frequency. The parameter p can be related to the average symbol energy bE  as given 
by 
 
3
.
2( 1)
bEp
M
    (192) 
Taking into consideration a definition of the SER derived in [80] for M-ary QAM system 
employed the GR, we obtain 
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  (193) 
where )(xQ  is the Gaussian Q-function given by 
 2
1
( ) exp( 0.5 ) .
2 x
Q x t dtπ

    (194) 
4.6. Simulation results 
4.6.1. FIR beamforming and MIMO wireless communication system 
For a definition of numerical results using simulation, we consider the typical urban channel 
[81] of the GSM/EDGE system as a practical example. As is usually done for GSM/EDGE, the 
transmit pulse shape is modeled as a linearized Gaussian minimum-shift keying pulse [82]. 
The GR input linear system filter is a square-root raised-cosine filter with roll-off factor 0.3. 
Furthermore, we assume 3TN  transmit and 3RN  receive antennas and a maximum 
channel length of 5L . The correlation coefficient between all pairs of transmit antennas is 
5.0ρ . 
Figure 9 shows the average SNR  as a function of the SNR noted by 0NEb  for the GR with 
MMSE linear equalization in the cases of FIR (the curves 2 and 3) and infinite impulse 
response (the curve 1) beamforming filter, respectively, where bE  denotes the average 
received energy per symbol. The curve 5 corresponds to the case for infinite impulse 
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response beamforming filter for receiver discussed in [67]. The SNR  was obtained by 
averaging the respective SNRs over 1000 independent realizations of the typical urban 
channel. For this purpose, in the case of FIR beamforming filter at the GR, the SNR given by 
(159) was used and the corresponding beamforming filters at the GR were calculated using 
the gradient algorithm discussed in Section 4.3. For infinite impulse response beamforming 
filter at the GR the result given in [52] was used. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Average SNR of MMSE linear equalization at the GR for beamforming with FIR and infinite 
impulse response filters. The result for single antenna transmission is also indicated (the curve 4). IIR – 
infinite impulse response beamforming filter. 
For comparison, we also show simulation results with FIR linear equalization filters at the 
GR of length LLF 4  for FIR beamforming filters at the GR with 1gL  (the curve 3) 
optimized for infinite impulse response linear equalization filters at the GR. These 
simulation results confirm that sufficiently long FIR linear equalization filters at the GR 
closely approach performance of infinite impulse response linear equalization filters at the 
GR, which are necessary for (178) to be valid. As expected, the beamforming with infinite 
impulse response beamforming filters at the GR constitutes a natural performance upper 
bound for the beamforming with FIR beamforming filters at the GR. However, interestingly, 
for the typical urban channel the FIR beamforming filter of length 3gL  (the curve 2) is 
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sufficient to closely approach the performance of the infinite impulse response beamforming 
at the GR (the curve 1). 
We note that for high values of 0NEb  even an FIR beamforming filter at the GR of length
1gL  achieves a performance gain of more than 4.5 dB compared to single antenna 
transmission, i.e. 1 RT NN  (the curve 4). Additional simulations not shown here for 
other GSM/EDGE channel profiles have shown that, in general, the FIR beamforming filter 
at the GR of length 6gL  is sufficient to closely approach the performance of the infinite 
impulse response beamforming at the GR. Thereby, the value of gL  required to approach 
the performance of the infinite impulse response beamforming at the GR seems to be 
smaller if the channel is less frequency selective. 
4.6.2. Channel estimation and spatially correlation 
We choose the 0.5 rate Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) code with a block length of 64800 
bits, which is also adopted by DVB-S.2 standard [86]. QPSK modulation with Gray mapping 
is adopted in 4 RT NN  MIMO system. Meanwhile, we set 12 hσ  RT NN  , and 
bP EE  . The channel is generated with coherence time of 85 DP NN  MIMO vector 
symbol intervals, and then a LDPC codeword is transmitted via 100 channel coherent time 
intervals for QPSK modulation. For GR spatially correlated MIMO channel the GR array 
correlation matrix rR  with the following elements is adopted [68] 
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  (195) 
The performance comparison, in terms of BER, of the proposed soft-output MMSE GR, the 
modified soft-output MMSE GR [83], the conventional soft-output MMSE GR [84], and the 
conventional MMSE GR [85] is presented in Fig.10 for spatially independent MIMO channel 
and GR receiver spatially correlated MIMO channel. Also, a comparison with the soft-
output MMSE V-BLAST detector discussed in [73] is made. The proposed MMSE GR 
outperforms all the existing schemes with considerable gain, especially for receiver 
correlation MIMO channel scenario. The underlying reason of this improvement is that the 
MMSE GR, by taking channel estimation error, decision error propagation and channel 
correlation into account, can output more reliable LLR to channel decoder. As channel 
estimation error is the dominant factor influencing the system performance under the lower 
SNR region, it can observed that the BER of the conventional soft-output MMSE GR [84] is 
slightly better than that of the modified soft-output MMSE GR in the case of spatially 
independent MIMO channel. 
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Figure 10. BER performance of different detectors under a) spatially independent MIMO channel and 
b) receiver spatially correlated MIMO channel. 
4.7. Conclusions 
In the present section, we have considered the FIR beamforming at the GR with perfect 
channel state information for single carrier transmission over frequency-selective fading 
channels with zero-forcing linear equalization and GR MMSE linear equalization. We 
employed a gradient algorithm for efficient recursive calculation of the FIR beamforming 
filters at the GR. Our results show that for typical GSM/EDGE channel profiles short FIR 
beamforming filters at the GR suffice to closely approach the performance of optimum 
infinite impulse response beamforming at the GR discussed in [52]. This is a significant 
result, since in practice, the quantized beamforming filter coefficients have to be fed back 
from the receiver to the transmitter, which makes short beamforming filters preferable. 
The proposed MMSE GR outperforms all the existing schemes with considerable gain 
especially for receiver correlation MIMO channel scenario. The underlying reason of this 
improvement is that the MMSE GR, by taking channel estimation error, decision error 
propagation, and channel correlation into account, can output more reliable LLR to channel 
decoder. As channel estimation error is the dominant factor influencing the system 
performance under the lower SNR region, it can observed that the BER of the conventional 
soft-output MMSE GR [87] is slightly better than that of the modified soft-output MMSE GR 
in the case of spatially independent MIMO channel. 
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5. Signal processing with fading channels 
5.1. Brief review 
It is well known that the DS-CDMA transmission technique allows multiple users to share 
the same spectrum range simultaneously. Using DS-CDMA transmission technique in 
wireless communication systems, we can reach spectrum efficiency, high system capacity, 
robustness against interference, high quality of service (QoS) and so on [88,89]. In DS-
CDMA wireless communication systems, the concatenating orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard 
(WH) channelization sequences and pseudonoise (PN) random scrambling sequences are 
used to generate the orthogonal spreading codes employed by multiple users for 
simultaneous signal transmission. There are multipaths in DS-CDMA wireless 
communication systems that destroy orthogonality between codes by introducing non-zero 
time delays and lead to interference among the transmitted signals in the downlink. One 
way to solve this problem is to use the scrambling sequences with the purpose to randomize 
signals transmitted by users and inhomogeneous behavior at nonzero time delays. One 
technique demonstrating how this problem can be solved is discussed in [90]. 
At the present time, the wideband DS-CDMA technique employed by wireless 
communication systems attracts a great attention of researchers, in particular, in mobile 
communication systems. An important feature of wideband DS-CDMA is an 
implementation of complex spreading sequences. The term “complex spreading” was 
generated from terminology used in constant to dual-channel spreading [91]. It is shown in 
[92-94] that the complex spreading can be realized either by a complex-valued sequence or 
by two binary sequences. As was shown in [92], the complex sequences can be 3 dB better 
than the binary Gold sequences [95] in the maximum periodic correlation parameters. 
Moreover, larger sets are available in complex sequences. Unfortunately, all these sequences 
are nonorthogonal and can be characterized as the complex-valued PN spreading 
sequences. Lam and Ozluturk investigated in [95] an application area of nonorthogonal 
complex sequences in DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication systems. As was 
defined in [95], the performance bounds were derived for the DS-CDMA wireless 
communication systems with complex signature sequences over the AWGN channels. 
In this section, we investigate a generalized receiver (GR) constructed on the basis of GASP 
[1-3,6-8]. Using the GR in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system, we 
would like to get answers on the following questions: 
 Is it possible to maintain the orthogonality between users under GR implementation in 
the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system? 
 Is it possible to reduce the effect of multipath fading and interference from other users 
under GR implementation in the DS -CDMA downlink wireless communication 
system? 
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 What are benefits under GR implementation in DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system in comparison with other conventional receivers, for example, 
the Rake receiver? 
To give answers on these questions we carry out our analysis using, for instance, the 
orthogonal 4-phase complex sequences in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication 
system. These sequences are generated by the unified complex Hadamard transform matrix 
discussed in [96], the correlation properties of which are studied in [97], where it is shown 
that the unified complex Hadamard transform sequences possess the better autocorrelation 
properties in comparison with the WH sequences, which are characterrized by very poor 
autocorrelation properties. 
The use of orthogonal unified complex Hadamard transform sequences by the transmitter as 
channelization spreading codes scrambled by long PN sequences and further processing 
these sequences by the GR allows us to maintain the orthogonality between the users, and at 
the same time, to reduce the effect of multipath fading and interference from other users. A 
coherent GR [6], for example, can be used to combat the adverse effects of short-term 
multipath fading in mobile radio propagation environments. Owing to computational 
simplicity of the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) in comparison with the 
probability of error, SINR is mostly used for evaluating and selecting code sequences among 
several candidates. Therefore, in this section, we investigate the SINR at the GR output 
when the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences are generated by 
transmitter in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system and compare this 
with the SINR at the GR output under transmission of WH real sequences. It is shown that 
the SINR at the GR output is independent of the phase offsets between different paths when 
the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences are generated by the 
transmitter in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system. The SINR at the GR 
output of the same system is a function of the squared cosine of path phase offsets under 
generation of WH real sequences by the transmitter. Because of this, as a direct result, the bit 
error rate (BER) performance of GR employing by the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system when the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading 
sequences are generated by the transmitter is better that that of the system with the WH 
sequences under Gaussian approximation. Also, we carry out a BER performance 
comparison of the DS-CDMA system employing the GR with the same system using then 
conventional receiver, for example, the Rake receiver [95]. Comparative analysis shows us a 
great superiority in the BER performance under GR employment in the DS-CDMA 
downlink wireless communication system over the use of the Rake receiver. 
This section is organized as follows. At first, we present some basic definitions of the unified 
complex Hadamard transform sequences. Additionally, we study the DS-CDMA downlink 
wireless communication system model under the GR employment when the unified 
complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences are generated and propagated in a 
multipath fading channel. Further, we investigate the SINR performance at the GR output 
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when the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences are generated and 
compare this with the SINR of the same system using the WH sequences. Computer 
simulation and comparison with the Rake receiver are also presented. Some concluding 
remarks are given. 
5.2. Unified complex Hadamard transform sequences 
The considered DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system uses the orthogonal 
unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences. These so-called orthogonal 
unified complex Hadamard transform sequences are easy to generate. Larger sets of 
complex sequences are also available. They are categorized into two groups: the half-
spectrum property orthogonal unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences 
and the non-half-spectrum property orthogonal unified complex Hadamard transform 
spreading sequences. Consider briefly how these sequences can be generated and note the 
main definitions and remarks discussed in [96, 97]. 
A unified complex Hadamard transform matrix A of order nN 2  is a square matrix with 
elements 1  and j , and is constructed by [96,97] 
 1 1 1 1 1
1
  times
,
n
n n
i
n
A A A A A A
         (196) 
where   denotes the Kronecker product, and 1A  is defined as 
 


 322
311
1
aaa
aaa
A   (197) 
with 
 1 2 3, , 1, 1, ,     and    1.{ }a a a j j j       (198) 
There are 64 different matrices for 1A  satisfying (197) with elements 1  and j , 
 21111 2IAAAA     (199) 
and 
 
2 2
1det  ( ) 2 ,A    (200) 
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where   indicates the complex conjugate. Hence, the unified complex Hadamard transform 
matrix is orthogonal. Furthermore, the unified complex Hadamard transform matrices 
contain a WH transform matrix as a special case, with 
 1321  aaa   (201) 
in the matrix 1A . 
The unified complex Hadamard transform matrices have two categories of 32 basic matrices, 
depending on whether 3a  in (197) is imaginary or not [97]. If 3a  is imaginary, the matrix 
group is called the half-spectrum property unified complex Hadamard transform. 
Otherwise, the group is called the non-half-spectrum property unified complex Hadamard 
transform. The unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequence Nkck ,,1,   is 
defined by the k-th row of the unified complex Hadamard transform matrix. It has been 
shown in [97] that the non-half-spectrum property unified complex Hadamard transform 
sequences have very similarly poor autocorrelation properties as WH sequences, and some 
of the half-spectrum property unified complex Hadamard transform sequences exhibit a 
reasonable compromise between the autocorrelation and cross-correlation functions. In this 
section, we just consider the half-spectrum property unified complex Hadamard transform 
sequences, i.e., jja  or3 . 
5.3. System model 
In this section, we think that to assess accurately the effects of multipath fading and 
interference components from other users on the performance of DS-CDMA downlink 
wireless communication system it is enough to consider a single-cell environment system 
model. In particular, we analyze a complex baseband-equivalent model with the binary 
phase-shift keying (BPSK) data and complex signature sequences over a multipath fading 
channel for the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system. The baseband 
representation of the total signal transmitted on the downlink can be presented in the 
following form: 
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k a k k
k k
a t a t P b t c t
 
 
     (202) 
where K is the number of users; 
 )()()( tctbPta kkak k   (203) 
is the transmitted signal of the k-th user; 
ka
P  is the power of the k-th transmitted signal; 
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is the data signal of the k-th user; 
  1,1)( nkb   (205) 
denotes the n-th data bit value of the k-th user; the function )(tpT  is the rectangular pulse of 
symbol duration T; )(tck  is the complex spreading signal defined by 
 ( )( ) ( );mk k c
m
c t c t mT

    (206) 
and )(mkc  denotes the m-th complex chip value of the k-th user. The function )(t  is a chip 
waveform that is time-limited to ),0[ cT  with 
 2
0
( ) ,
cT
ct dt T    (207) 
including the rectangular pulse of duration cT , and cT  is called the chip duration. 
Throughout this section, we assume that 
 .cT NT   (208) 
Power control is assumed to be perfect, and we suppose that the transmitted signal power
ka
P  is assumed to be known. We also assume 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,m m mk kc d a   (209) 
where 
 }1,1{   with )()( }{  mm ddd   (210) 
is the random scrambling code commonly used by all users, and 
 }{ )()( mk
k aa    (211) 
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is the user-specific orthogonal unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequence 
with period N. Thus, 
 }{ )()( mk
k cc    (212) 
is the random sequence with 
 
nmccE nk
m
k  ,0}{ )( )()(   (213) 
for all k and k , where }{ E  denotes the mathematical expectation. 
The final results of our analysis in this section are applicable to the DS-CDMA downlink 
wireless communication systems that use long PN scrambling sequences such as m-
sequences and Gold sequences [95]. This is because the periods of these long scrambling 
codes are much larger than that of the spreading factor N, and have correlation properties 
similar to those of the random scrambling sequences. 
For instance, at the base station transmitter in mobile communication system, the signals of 
all K users are symbol synchronously added before passing through a frequency-selective 
multipath-fading channel. The complex baseband-equivalent impulse response of the 
multipath channel can be presented in the following form: 
 
1
0
( ) exp( ) ( ),
L
l l l
l
h t α jθ δ t τ

    (214) 
where L is the number of resolvable propagation paths, and )exp( ll jθα  and lτ  are the 
complex fading factor and propagation delay of the l-th path, respectively. Note, lα  may be 
Rayleigh-, Rician-, or Nakagami-distributed, depending on a specific channel model. All 
random variables in (214) are assumed to be independent for l. The channel parameters, 
such as lα , lθ , and lτ  are here assumed to be known in the dispreading and demodulation 
process, although in practice, the impulse response of the channel is typically estimated 
using the pilot symbol or pilot channel. 
Moreover, we assume that the multipaths at the GR input are resolvable and chip-
synchronized, i.e., they are spaced, at least one chip duration apart in time and the relative 
delays are multiples of the chip duration. Without loss of generality, the resolved paths are 
assumed to be numbered such that 
 0 1 10 .Lτ τ τ T       (215) 
Hence, the baseband complex representation of the signal at the GR input (the input of GR 
linear system) of any user is given by 
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1 1
0 0
( ) exp( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),
k
K L
a l l k l k l
k l
x t P α jθ b t τ c t τ w t 
 
      (216) 
where )(tw  is the complex background AWGN with zero mean and one-sided power 
spectral density 0N . 
 
Figure 11. GR structure with 1L  fingers. 
In order to mitigate the multipath fading effect, the GR with coherent demodulation is 
implemented. The GR structure is presented in Fig.11, where the number of fingers is equal 
to the number of resolvable paths. 
Since the symbols )(nkb  are i.i.d. from one symbol duration to another and from one user to 
another, without loss of generality, we focus our attention on the GR output of the user 0 for 
the zero-th transmitted symbol. The complex GR output of the i-th finger of user 0 in 
accordance with the GASP in noise [1–3,6–9,11] is 
 
0 0
2 ( ) ( )exp( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,
i i i
i i i
T τ T τ T τ
i a i i i i
τ τ τ
z x t P c t τ jθ dt x t x t τ dt η t η t τ dt
  
             
  Re   (217) 
where )exp()(00 iia jθτtcP   is the model of transmitted signal for user 0, i.e., the reference 
signal generated by the GR, [3,6]; iτ  is the delay factor that can be neglected for simplicity 
of analysis; )(tη  is the noise forming at the GR AF output given by (4). 
The main functioning condition under employment of GR in DS-CDMA wireless 
communication systems discussed in detail in Section 2.1 takes the following form 
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 ,
k ka a
P P   (218)  
where 
ka
P  is the power of information signal and 
ka
P  is the power of model signal (the 
reference signal). In practice, we can perform this matching implementing, for example, 
tracking systems. These statements and possible ways to solve this problem and how we can 
implement all this in practice are discussed in detail in [1–3,6–9,11]. Thus, the following 
process, in a general case, is formed at the GR output for k-th user according to 
implementation of GASP in DS-CDMA wireless communication systems. 
The case 1: a “yes” signal in the input process – 
1 1 1
0 0 0
( ) exp( ) ( ) ( ) exp( ) ( )  ( ) exp( ) ( )
( ) exp( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) exp(
i i i
i i i
k k
T τ T τ T τL L L
k l l k i k l l k i k l l k i
l l lτ τ τ
a a k l l k i k k i k l l
Z a t α jθ a t τ dt ξ t α jθ ξ t τ dt η t α jθ η t τ dt
P P b t α jθ b t τ c t c t τ ξ t α jθ
      
  
  
          
   
    Re
Re
1
0
) ( ) ( ) exp( ) ( )
i
i
T τ L
k i k l l k i
lτ
ξ t τ η t α jθ η t τ dt
   

          

. (219) 
The case 2: a “no” signal in the input process – 
 
1 1
0 0
( ) exp( ) ( ) ( ) exp( ) ( ) ,
i i
i i
T τ T τL L
k l l k i k l l k i i
l lτ τ
Z η t α jθ η t τ dt ξ t α jθ ξ t τ dt
   
 
          
  Re   (220) 
where i  is the background noise forming at the GR output. Finally, the GR combiner 
output that produces a decision statistic is 
 
1
0
,
L
i i
i
Z w z


   (221) 
where the selection of the combining weights s'iw  determines the specific diversity-
combining technique. 
5.4. Performance analysis 
5.4.1. SINR at GR output 
In this section, we investigate SINR by considering the GR shown in Fig. 11. It follows from 
(217)-(221) that the i-th GR finger output for user 0 can be presented in the following form 
 
0
(0) ( ) ( )
0 ( ),
i i
i a i MUI MP iz TP α b I I t       (222) 
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where the first term is the signal component; the second term is the multiple-user 
interference component determined by 
 





 


 
1
1
0
)0()(
)(( )
K
k
τT
τ
iikkia
i
MUI
i
i
k
dtτtcτtcbαPI Re   (223) 
the third term is the multipath interference component given by 
 
1 1
( )
0
0 0,
exp ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;
i
k
i
T τK L
i
MP a l l i k i k i i
k l l i τ
I P α j θ θ b t τ c t τ c t τ dt
  
  
           
  Re   (224) 
and the fourth term )(ti  is the background noise at the GR output given for a general case 
by (7). 
We can see that the multiple-user interference component )(iMUII  and the multipath 
interference component )(iMPI  are due to the interference from the i-th path of other users’ 
signals and from the remaining 1L  paths from all users’ signals, respectively. The back-
ground noise )(ti  at the GR output is the i.i.d. random process obeying the asymptotic 
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance of 44 wTσ  [1–3,6–9,11]. 
Define a periodic correlation function mkR ,  by 
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p
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m
p
k
mk
c   (225) 
Then, let 
 .l i l cτ τ q T    (226) 
With the assumption of chip synchronization, it can be obtained that lq  is an integer and the 
multiple-user interference and multipath interference components can be presented in the 
following form: 
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1
( ) (0) ( ,0)
1
(0) ,
k
K
i k
c a i k c
k
I T P α b R

      ReMUI   (227) 
    1 1 1 1( ) 0 0
0 0 1 0
ˆexp exp ,
k k
i K L K
i
MP c a l l i k c a l l i k
l k l i k
I T P α j θ θ R T P α j θ θ R   
    
                Re   (228) 
where 
 (0) ( ,0) (1) ( ,0)0 ( ) ( ),
k k
k k c l k c lR b R q b R N q     (229) 
 ( 1) ( ,0) (0) ( ,0)0
ˆ ( ) ( ).k kk k c l k c lR b R q N b R q
     (230) 
In the following, we are going to compare the SINR at the GR output in the DS-CDMA 
downlink wireless communication system implementing the unified complex Hadamard 
transform spreading codes with that at the GR output in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system using the WH spreading sequences. Note, that under employment of 
the orthogonal spreading codes in DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system, 
such as the WH real spreading codes and the orthogonal unified complex Hadamard 
transform spreading codes considered in this section, we must take into consideration that 
 ( ,0)(0) 0 ,   0.kcR k    (231) 
Consequently, the multiple-user interference component is equal to zero, i.e., 
 ( ) 0.iI MUI   (232) 
When the WH spreading codes are used in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system employing the GR, we can obtain that the multipath interference 
component takes the following form: 
    1 1 1 1( ) 0 0
0 0 1 0
ˆcos cos .
k k
i K L K
i
MP c a l l i k c a l l i k
l k l i k
I T P α θ θ R T P α θ θ R   
    
        (233) 
Owing to the mutually independent random variables )(nkb  for 10  Kk , the multipath 
interference component )(iMPI  has zero mean. With regard of (213), it can be easily shown via 
straightforward computation that, for the WH spreading sequences we are able to obtain 
 2 20 0
ˆ .{ } { }k kE R E R N    (234) 
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Therefore, the variance of the multipath interference component )(iMPI  is denoted by 
2
W
MPI
σ  
and can be determined in the following form: 
  1 12 2 2 2 2
0, 0
cos .W
kMP
L K
c l l i aI
l l i k
σ NT α θ θ P 
  
     (235) 
Hence, the SINR at the GR i-th finger output for the WH spreading codes is determined in 
the following form: 
 
 
0
2
( )
1 1
2 2 2 4
0, 0
,
1
cos 4
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a ii
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L K
l l i a w
l l i k
E α
SINR
α θ θ E σ
N
 
  

  
  (236) 
where 
 1,,1,0,  KkTPE
kk aa
   (237) 
is the energy per data symbol of the m-th user and the variance 2wσ  is given by (23). 
Similarly, when the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading codes are employed by 
the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system using the GR, we can obtain that 
the multipath interference component 
)(i
MPI  takes the following form: 
 
1 1 1 1
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0 0 1 0
1 1 1 1
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Re Re
  (238) 
Note that the multipath interference component )(iMPI  has zero mean. If the half-spectrum 
property unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences are employed by the 
DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system using the GR, it can be easily shown 
from (213) via straightforward computation that 
    2 20 0 Im ,2( ) ( )k k NE R E R       Re   (239) 
 
 2  2
0 0
ˆ ˆ Im .
2
( ) ( )k k
N
E R E R
                Re   (240) 
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Hence, the variance of the multipath interference component )(iMPI  is denoted by 
2
H
MPI
σ  and 
can be determined in the following form: 
 
1 1
2 2 2 2
0, 0
.
2
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kMP
L K
c l aI
l l i k
Nσ T α P 
  
     (241) 
Therefore, the SINR at the GR i-th finger output for the half-spectrum property unified 
complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences employed by the DS-CDMA downlink 
wireless communication system using the GR is determined by 
 0
2
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1 1
2 2 4
0, 0
.
1
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2 k
a ii
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L K
l a w
l l i k
E α
SINR
α E σ
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 
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
 
  (242) 
5.4.2. GR finger weights 
There is a need to note that the interference plus the thermal noise power seen by different 
fingers of the GR employed by DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication systems is 
different. Assume that the multipath interference signals are uncorrelated from one finger to 
another. In this case, the optimal weight in terms of the maximizing SINR at the GR output 
is dependent on the multipath interference. This optimal weight is called the modified 
maximal ratio combining (MMRC). There is a need to note that for the traditional maximal 
ratio combining (MRC) the weights are chosen in the following manner 
 .i iw α   (243) 
Here, if the MMRC is employed as the combiner, the combining weights for DS-CDMA 
downlink wireless communication system using the WH codes and DS-CDMA downlink 
wireless communication system with the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading 
sequences under employment of the GR are different. This is a direct consequence of the 
difference in the SINR values at the GR finger output of the two systems. 
For the WH spreading sequences used by the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication 
system employing the GR, MMRC weights take the following form: 
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
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  (244) 
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For the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences used by the DS-CDMA 
downlink wireless communication system employing the GR, MMRC weights have the 
following form: 
 0
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1 1
2 2 4
0, 0
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1
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2 k
a iH
i L K
l a w
l l i k
P α
w
α E σ
N
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
 
  (245) 
After the MMRC scheme, the SINR at the GR output is equal to the sum of all fingers’ 
SINRs, as in (236) or (242). The use of the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading 
sequences in DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system employing the GR 
ensures that the SINR at the GR output is independent of the phase offsets between different 
paths. The use of the WH real sequences in DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication 
systems employing the GR causes the SINR at the GR output to be related to the squared 
cosine of the phase offsets between paths, as seen by comparing (236) and (242). Even 
though the average SINR per finger at the GR output in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system under employment of the WH codes is the same as that at the GR 
output in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system under the use of the 
unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences, owing to 
 2cos ( ) 0.5,{ }l iE θ θ    (246) 
the SINR distribution over the random variable )(cos2 il θθ   can cause degradation in BER 
performance under some conditions. This is analogous to the case of a transmission over flat 
Rayleigh fading channels: even when the Rayleigh gain has a mean of 1, the performance is 
far worse than in an AWGN channel. 
Now, we compare the BER performance of DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication 
system employing the GR under the use of the unified complex Hadamard transform 
spreading sequences with that of DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system 
employing the GR under the use of the WH real sequences. To analyze the performance of 
spreading sequences and the diversity-combining schemes considered, we adopt a Gaussian 
approximation approach based on the central limit theorem [99]. The Gaussian 
approximation is known not only to give accurate estimations of the probability of error in 
the region of practical interest, but also to offer insights into the effects of various sequence 
and system parameters and interference sources on the performance of the GR [1–3]. For 
simplicity, here we only consider the single finger GR case, i.e., the GR has only one 
demodulating finger, and the finger is locked onto an arbitrary path, say, the i-th multipath 
component. Under the Gaussian approximation, for the WH spreading sequences a 
straightforward derivation based on the decision process indicates that the conditional 
symbol error probability (SEP) for a given 
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 ),,,( 110  Lθθθθ    (247) 
takes the following form 
 ( )( ) ( ),WH ii WHSEP θ SINR    (248) 
where )(iWHSINR  is as in (236), and 
  
x
dy
y
πx )( 2exp2
1
)(
2
  (249) 
is the error integral. 
Averaging (248) with respect to the associated random variables, the average probability of 
error may be determined in the following form: 
 }{ )(θSEPESEP WHiθWHi av    (250) 
The averaging may most efficiently be carried out via the Monte Carlo or MatLab 
techniques. 
Under employment of the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences in the 
DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system using the GR, the Gaussian 
approximation leads us to the following form of the conditional SEP: 
 ( )( ),H ii HSEP SINR    (251) 
where )(iHSINR  is as in (242). At this point, we should compare (250) and (251). For this 
purpose, we use a procedure proposed in [99]. If any function )(xf  is the convex function 
and X is the random variable, then Jensen’s inequality 
  }{)( }{ XEfXfE    (252) 
is satisfied. To apply Jensen’s inequality, first define 
 2cos ( ).l iX θ θ    (253) 
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Then since 1,,2,1,0,  Liθi   are uniformly distributed within the limits of the interval
)2,0[ π , straightforward calculations give us the following result 
 { } 0.5.E X    (254) 
Moreover, the function )(xf  here has the following form: 
 
1
( ) ,( )f x
a bx
     (255) 
where 0a  and 0b . Calculating the second derivative of the function )(xf  with respect 
to x, we found that )(xf  is a convex function if the following condition is satisfied 
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is satisfied. 
A sufficient condition 
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  (257) 
satisfies the inequality (256) and allows applications of Jensen’s inequality successively to 
each component in θ  by using (248) and (250). Then we obtain 
 ( , ) ,( )avWH i lowi WHSEP SINR    (258) 
where 
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  (259) 
Comparing the results of (258) and (259) for the WH spreading sequences employed by the 
DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system under the use of the GR and the result 
of (251) for the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences employed by the 
DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system under the GR use, we found that 
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 ( , ) ( ).i low iWH HSINR SINR   (260) 
Thus, (251) is a lower bound on the SEP when the WH spreading sequences are used in the 
DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system employing the GR if the condition 
(257) is satisfied. This result implies that the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication 
system employing the GR with the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading 
sequences is more resistant to MAI in comparison with the WH spreading sequences used 
by the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system employing the GR in the case 
where the only finger is selected in the GR. For more fingers and various combining 
schemes, although simple closed-form bounds for the SEP of the DS-CDMA downlink 
wireless communication system employing the GR with the WH spreading sequences are 
difficult to obtain, we believe that the same conclusion can be made under some similar 
conditions obtained by using Jensen’s inequality and some intensive calculations. This 
conclusion can be verified under discussion of numerical simulations made in the next 
section. Furthermore, in view of (58) and (64)–(67), we observe that the DS-CDMA downlink 
wireless communication system employing the GR with the unified complex Hadamard 
transform spreading sequences can achieve high reliable performance at not only high SNR
0NEb , as in the case of the Rake receiver, but at low SNR , too. 
5.5. Simulation results 
In this section, we compare the BER performance of the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system employing the GR for the cases when the WH spreading sequences 
and the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences are used under different 
combining schemes for finger weights such as the traditional equal gain combining (EGC), 
MRC, and MMRC. Also we present the comparative analysis of BER performance under 
employment of the GR and Rake receiver by the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system. Simulations are performed over the Rayleigh, Ricean, and AWGN 
channels, respectively. 
The spreading sequences of length 64N  are considered, and powers are chosen as 
 
0 1 1
1.
Ka a a
P P P

      (261) 
Unless stated otherwise, the default system under consideration contains 10K  active 
users, and the number of paths 4L  in Rayleigh fading multipath channel with 
 2 1,   0,  1,   ,  1,{ }lE α l L     (262) 
and uses the MMRC technique for the GR. In accordance with Section 5.2, we choose 
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to construct a set of the half-spectrum property unified complex Hadamard transform 
spreading sequences. Note that a different sequence assigned to the user-of-interest results 
in different BER; the BER in the following examples is an average over the sequence subset. 
5.5.1. Effect of GR finger weights 
Figure 12 presents different combining techniques in the GR, namely, the traditional EGC, 
MRC, and MMRC. Additionally, a comparison of the GR with the Rake receiver is made. 
From presented simulation results it is evident that the GR with MMRC technique has a 
great superiority over EGC and MRC techniques, especially in the high SNR region. This 
phenomenon can be explained by the GR finger weights in (244) and (245), where the effect 
of interference is taken into consideration under MMRC technique, but it is not considered 
under the traditional EGC and MRC techniques. Additionally, Fig.12 demonstrates a great 
superiority under employment of the GR by the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system with the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences 
and WH spreading sequences over the implementation of the Rake receiver in the DS-
CDMA downlink wireless communication system under the same conditions. 
 
+ 
 
Figure 12. BER performance as a function of SNR 0NEb  with different combining techniques in GR 
over Rayleigh fading channel )4,10(  LK . 
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5.5.2. Effect of different fading channels 
Figure 13 shows the BER performance of the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication 
system employing the GR with the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading 
sequences and WH spreading sequences over different channels, including the AWGN 
channel, Rayleigh fading channel, and Ricean fading channel with the factor 5F . It can be 
seen that in all the channels under consideration, the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system employing the GR with the unified complex Hadamard transform 
spreading sequences has the better BER performance, especially in the high SNR region. 
Also, we can see a great superiority under employment of the GR in the DS-CDMA 
downlink wireless communication system with the unified complex Hadamard transform 
spreading sequences and WH spreading sequences over the implementation of the Rake 
receiver in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system under the same 
conditions. 
5.5.3. Effect of MAI 
To show the effect of MAI, Fig.14 depicts the BER performance of the DS-CDMA downlink 
wireless communication system employing the GR with the unified complex Hadamard 
transform spreading sequences and WH spreading sequences as a function of the number of 
active users K. The BER performance of the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication 
system employing the GR with the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading 
sequences is better than that of the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system 
employing the GR with the WH spreading sequences at the high SNR and all the chosen 
values of K. Although the advantage brought by using the unified complex Hadamard 
transform spreading sequences in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system 
employing the GR fades gradually with the increase of MAI. For example, under the large 
number of users and small SNR, the BER performance of the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system employing the GR with the unified complex Hadamard transform 
spreading sequences is comparable to that of the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system employing the GR with the WH spreading sequences in the low 
SNR region. Also, for all cases, a great superiority of the GR implementation in the DS-
CDMA downlink wireless communication system with the unified complex Hadamard 
transform spreading sequences and WH spreading sequences in comparison with 
employment of the Rake receiver in the same system is evident. These results in simulations 
have verified our theoretical analysis. 
5.6. Conclusions 
In this section, we investigate a possibility to employ both the orthogonal unified complex 
Hadamard transform spreading sequences and the WH real spreading sequences in the DS-
CDMA downlink wireless communication system using the GR constructed based on the 
GASP and carry out a comparative analysis. The SINR at the GR output in the DS-CDMA  
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 Figure 13. BER performance as a function of SNR 0NEb  in different channels )4,10(  LK , 
MMRC. 
 
Figure 14. BER performance as a function of the number of users K. Rayleigh fading channel, MMRC, 
4L . 
downlink wireless communication system with the unified complex Hadamard transform 
spreading sequences is independent of the phase offsets between different paths. The SINR 
at the GR output in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system with the WH 
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real spreading sequences is a function of the squared cosine of path phase offsets. By this 
reason, the employment of the orthogonal unified complex Hadamard transform spreading 
sequences in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system using the GR 
provides the better BER performance with respect to the DS-CDMA downlink wireless 
communication system using the GR with the WH real spreading sequences, especially, at 
high SNRs. Evaluation of the BER performance demonstrating the benefits of employment 
of the unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences and MMRC weights in 
the GR employed by the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system has been 
carried out over simulation. Comparative analysis of employment of the GR and Rake 
receiver in the DS-CDMA downlink wireless communication system with the orthogonal 
unified complex Hadamard transform spreading sequences and the WH real spreading 
sequences has been performed over simulation. Comparison showed a great superiority in 
favor of the GR. 
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